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Mary’s Beauty
Giovanni Battista Salvi, called Sassoferrato (1609-1685)
Madonna and Child
c. 1650
oil on canvas
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40396

General Description
This painting was executed by G.B. Salvi, called
Sassoferrato (town name of Salvi’s origin). Sassoferrato’s
style reveals a variety of influence, especially those of
Domenichino, Spadarino, and the Carracci
circle. Madonna paintings have a prominent place in his
work, earning him the title, “Madonna painter,” because
of his “utterly exceptional talent for depicting the divine
image of the Mother of Christ.” (Macé de Lčpinay) Our
painting was executed around 1650. Salvi created literally
hundreds of “portraits” of Mary.
One could be tempted to say that this painting has all the trappings of Postmodern
amalgamation of styles and contents. The composition of strict symmetry points to Renaissance
and classical influences. The image of the Madonna is perfectly centered, flanked by an evenlydivided number of winged angel heads and held by a pronounced but well-balanced crescent
moon. The centered and balanced composition suggests the somewhat static character of icons,
and quite clearly refers to the type of the tenderness Madonna characterized by a tender
intimacy between mother and child. However, the overall impression is one of baroque
exuberance as can be seen in the profusion of clouds and cherubs, the exaggerated crescent and
the sweet hues of blue and red.
The same baroque character can be detected in the variety of iconographic elements. The
crescent moon identifies this Madonna painting as Immaculata, the woman never wavering in
her attachment to God, contrasting the waxing and waning moon symbol of human gullibility
and inconsistency. Clouds and angels may suggest the woman of Revelation (12:1).
Simultaneously, this artwork hails Our Lady of the Rosary. This particular iconographical motif
can be identified thanks to the rosary the child is holding in his hands. It is of amber color and
ends in a bouquet of roses, symbol of Mary’s motherhood. If the amber color signifies the
ultimate victory over death and evil, the red coral necklace of the child prefigures the Passion of
Christ. The red coral suggests blood, and has its origin in antiquity (see Ovid, Metamorphosis 4,
745 ff).
The facial expressions of mother and child are of sweet and serene but earthly beauty. The far
away and knowing look in their eyes is marked with the sad premonition of dramatic days to
come. In general, Salvi’s paintings of the Madonna are considered attractive and most people
would qualify them as beautiful. Was Mary a beautiful woman?

How Beautiful Was Mary?
Christian tradition is filled with witnesses and attestations to the physical beauty of Mary,
notwithstanding St. Augustine’s warning: “Non novimus faciem Virginis Mariae.” (De Trin.,
8,5, PL 42, 952) St. Ambrose was more generous in attributing physical beauty to Mary, but he
refers it to the beauty of her soul and sees in her outward beauty the expression of her virtues.
(De Virg., lib 2,cap 2, PL 16, 220) Venantius Fortunatus offered a dazzling description of Mary’s
beauty couched entirely in light symbolism. (In laudem S. Mariae Virginis, PL 88, 281) Richard
of St. Laurent ventured a detailed description of the physical aspects of her person. (De Laud
B.M., lib 5, cap. 1 and 2.) And St. Antoninus manages a scrupulous transposition of St. Albert’s
aesthetic criteria to the face and body of the Virgin Mary. (ST. IV, t. XV, c.11)
These few examples and many others, some scurrilous and of bad taste, show how prominent a
role Mary’s beauty has played in Christian theology and culture. Quite naturally, it spilled over
and inspired sacred art. Sacred art is true and beautiful, says the Catechism of the Catholic
Church, if it corresponds by its expression to its true vocation which is to evocate and give
praise to the transcendent mystery of God. The Catechism offers two examples on how to bring
into focus the mystery of God: through Christ, in whom appeared the invisible beauty of truth
and love, and through Mary, the angels and saints who are reflections of spiritual beauty.

The Revelation of Salvation
Lid for Sarcophagus of Severa
(with scene of the Epiphany)
early fourth century
fine-grained white Italian marble
Museo Pio Cristiano, Inv. 2859

General Description
The lid of this sarcophagus was originally taken from the catacombs of Priscilla. It was
reconstructed from three fragments, the carvings were retraced, the surface repolished, and the
edges smoothed. The narrative holds in three elements: the portrait to the left, the inscription,
and the scene to the right picturing the adoration of the Magi.
The portrait is that of Severa, the deceased, a woman of social status and culture. Hairstyle and
dress point to the Constantinian era. Tunic, palla, scroll (left hand), and the gesture of greeting
(right hand) are reminiscent of portraying philosophers. Countenance and overall demeanor
suggest a woman intellectual. The hairstyle (a late variant of the Nestfrisur) is an important
witness to cultural history. It was introduced by the wife of Septimus Severus (late second
century), and allows datation of the slab to the early fourth century. The deceased appears as
earnest seeker, a woman intent with finding answers to her quest for ultimate meaning.
The inscription, awkward but clearly legible, seems to constitute the answers to Severa’s quest.
Formulated as a wish, “May you live in God, Severa” (Severa/in Deo vi/vas), it may be read as a
retroactive confirmation of Severa’s long and arduous quest for God. The inscription doesn’t
have only retroactive but also proactive character, illustrated in the scene to the right. Severa
will be living in God, because she is entrusted to a new life in God, manifested in the Incarnation
of his Son. The Incarnation is made visible (epiphany) to all those who seek God like Severa and
the Magi. The desire to find and the joy to reach their goal is particularly well expressed in the
eager pace and fluttering mantles of the three Magi. The Phrygian caps not only recall their
Oriental (Persian) origin, they also identify the three as adepts and students of light and stars,
possibly as followers of Ahura Mazda. Guided by the star, they bear gifts of gold, incense, and
myrrh. Salvation awaits them in the person of the child with outstretched arms, sitting on the
arms of his mother. In fact, the mother’s gesture of presenting the child to the visitors
underscores the extended arms of the Christ Child’s welcome. The Madonna’s hairstyle is
similar to that of Severa’s. (Severian hair style) She is seated on what has been identified by some
as a wicker throne. The figure behind the throne may be Joseph or more probably the prophet
Balaam, his right arm pointing to the star and thus making reference to the announcement of the
Messiah as found in Numbers 24:17. The star the prophet sees was in Oriental mythology, the
sign of God or of a divinized King. It is light in darkness and, according to our interpretation,
revelation of salvation.

The Oldest Known Image of Mary
It should be noted that there exists a surprising similarity between this lid for
the sarcophagus of Severa and one of the oldest known images of Mary and
Christ Child in the catacomb of Priscilla. Painted probably between 230 and
240, according to the canons of late Severian art, this heavily damaged fresco
conveys an almost identical messianic announcement and revelation of
salvation. However, the identity of the third person with his hand pointing to
the star above the scene of Mother and Child seems to be in dispute. We are
dealing here, possibly with the already mentioned Balaam of Numbers 24:17, with Isaiah 7:14 or
Micah 5:14. In any event, both this fresco and the lid of the sarcophagus have an identical
message. They both proclaim the revelation of salvation, the light of the world. Mary is the
mother of light; she is “Maria illuminatrix, sive stella maris.” (Isidore of Sevilla, Etymologarium 8:10, 1a)

Virgin in Majesty
Master of Sant'Ivo (late fourteenth - early fifteenth century)

Madonna and Child
1390-1395
tempera and gold on panel with incorporated frame
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40524

General Description
Of archaic nature, characterized by lack of depth and decorative use of
color, this potentially late Gothic panel seems to be of Florentine
origin, and can be dated between 1390 and 1395. It was tentatively
attributed to the Master of Sant'Ivo, a hypothetical artist influenced
by the Florentine artists Agnolo Gaddi, Lorenzo di Nicolò, and
Mariotto di Nardo. The Madonna sits enthroned against a damask
drape fixed to an arched frame. The fabric shows intricate decoration with arabesque. The
absence of depth puts strong emphasis on line and surface. The contrast between Mary’s dark
and well-defined cloak and the brilliant colors of red, yellow, and gold gives the painting a
pronounced spiritual density. I n the absence of perspective, the contrasting color scheme
conveys the impression of unexpected plasticity. The Madonna’s bearing is regal. She wears a
crown of lilies and is sitting on a throne covered by a large cushion. The flow of the mantle
accentuates her maternal authority and queenly role. However, the impersonal and hieratic
character of icons is no longer present. Traces of a smile, the slightly inclined three-quarter
position of Mary’s head, and her right hand holding the foot of her son are pictorial elements
indicative of a new “everyday affability.” Pose and gesture of the Christ Child suggesting
affectionate naturalness further reinforce the impression of a Western style icon.

Virgin in Majesty (Maestà)
In fact, the painting is a variation of
the Virgin in Majesty, typical of Sienese and
Florentine art in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. A typical Italian
version of the enthroned Madonna,
the Maestà (Virgin in Majesty) reproduces
the characteristics of the Basilissa/Kyriotissa.
She is the Theotokos, mother of the Lord and
thus enthroned, presenting her son to the
world. Dressed as Byzantine empress, she is
in fact only the throne upon which is sitting Christ. The icon of
the Basilissa (empress) is frequently surrounded by angels and saints,
symbols of both the celestial court and the church.

The illustration of a 6th century Armenian gospel book pinpoints the various facets of
the Basilissa type (Etschmiadzin Gospel Book, Erevan). The representations of the Maestàs by
Cimabue (1272-1302) and Giotto (1267-1337) are indebted to the Byzantine model of
the Basilissa, but take it a step further, progressively introducing elements of “everyday
affability” as we saw them in the panel by the Master of Sant'Ivo.

The Life of John the Baptist
Master of the Stories of the Baptist
Visitation and Stories of Saint John the Baptist
c. 1450-1475
tempera on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40571

General Description
This painting is constituted of a series of three scenes reflecting aspects of the life of John the
Baptist. Centering on the precursor of the Messiah, the artwork concentrates on the Visitation,
the birth of John the Baptist, and his mission as the prophet who goes before the Lord and
prepares his way. Traces of trimming suggest that the painting was probably part of a more
comprehensive presentation of the Baptist’s life, or maybe the complement to a depiction of
Jesus’ baptism in the Jordan. Part of a polyptych or not, what seems to be missing from this
painting are the scenes of the announcement to Zachariah (Luke 1:5-22), the encounter of John
with Jesus and his baptism, as well as the decapitation of John the Baptist (Matthew 14:6-11).
The predella was recently dated between 1450 and 1475, and is attributed to the Master of the
Stories of the Baptist, a collaborator of the Alunno from Foligno, who was part of the circle of
Niccolò di Liberatore.

The Messiah and his Prophet
Beginning on the left side, we have the scene of the Visitation. Mary, the young and taller figure,
enters through the rounded door and is greeted by Elizabeth who prostrates herself before the
Virgin, acknowledging her as the “mother of my Lord.” (Luke 1:41-43) The encounter of the two
pregnant women anticipates the birth of the Messiah and that of his prophet. It also highlights
the beginning of a new testament from God: the beginning and foundation of salvation in faith,
namely the realization that there is fecundity (Elizabeth) and fulfillment (Mary) in God. The
importance of this encounter is underscored by the luxurious setting. The monumental door
framing the two holy cousins is decorated with cornices, quatrefoil ornaments, and a large
diamond on the outside wall. Two maids complement the Visitation scene, one standing in the
door behind Mary, the other at the left of Elizabeth. The second is engrossed in the task of
spinning. The latter activity, spinning, may be a reference to the growth of the sons (weaving)
in the womb of their mothers, or a symbol – most probably – of the miraculous or quasimiraculous generation of the two boys. Indeed, spinning is reminiscent of Mary’s youth as
Temple virgin and of Elizabeth’s longing and praying, while spinning, to be a mother.

The Birth of the Baptist
The second scene, separated from the Visitation and John’s preaching in the desert by a narrow
panel decorated with punch work, is subdivided in the events of John’s birth and name giving by
Zachariah. Both scenes are bursting with domestic activity. In the scene to the right, Elizabeth

is about to give birth. She is assisted by two midwives, one at her feet ready to receive the baby,
the other standing at Elizabeth’s side ready to give comfort. The second event, to the left of the
birth scene, shows Elizabeth holding the baby in her arms (left) while Zachariah, sitting and
dumbstruck (right), writes the name of the newborn in a book rather than on the tablet (Luke
1:63): "John is his name." (Nomen ejus Joannes) The figures in the back and foreground seem
actively engaged in helping Zachariah.

The Mission of the Baptist
The third scene (Luke 1:76-77) shows John’s personal development and journey toward the
fulfillment of his call as prophet and precursor. The child grew and became strong in the Spirit
(Luke 1:80). He leaves his childhood behind (discarding of the tunic) and climbs the mountain
to pray and await his call from God (“until the day of his manifestation to Israel”). The second
half of this scene points to the ministry: standing tall amid his listeners in the desert, John the
Baptist points to the open scroll in his left hand, “Vox clamantis in deserto.” He is the “voice crying
in the desert” (inscription): “Prepare the way of the Lord.” (Luke 3:4) The two figures with
halos, only partially visible, may be the disciples of Jesus (see John 1:35-37; 40) who heard the
Baptist speak of the “Lamb of God.”

Technical Terms
Predella (\Pre*del"la\, n. [It.]) The step, or raised secondary part, of an altar; a superaltar; hence,
in Italian painting, a band or frieze of several pictures running along the front of a superaltar, or
forming a border or frame at the foot of an altarpiece.

Polyptych (diptych, triptych) A work consisting of four or more painted or carved panels that
are hinged together.

diptych – A work consisting of two painted or carved panels that are hinged together.
triptych – A work consisting of three painted or carved panels that are hinged together.

The Apocalyptic Woman
Greek-Italian
Woman of Revelation (part of a diptych)
sixteenth – seventeenth century
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40550

General Description
This depiction of Madonna and Child belongs to the
iconography of the Woman of Revelation, called
“Woman Clothed with the Sun.” (Rev. 12:1) The
body of the mother, especially her head, is
surrounded by golden rays that emanate from her
person. Her head is adorned with a diadem of twelve
stars (six of which are not visible). She is sitting on
an elegantly drawn crescent of the moon. Three rays
emanate from the crescent highlighting the Trinity’s
participation in the Incarnation, and its light-filled
presence in Mary. Thus, the Woman of Revelation is
characterized by these three pictorial elements:
•
•
•

the golden rays around her body (“Clothed with the Sun”)
a crown of twelve stars
the moon under her feet (crescent)

The child in Mary’s arms holds an open scroll with the inscription from Isaiah 61:1: “The Spirit
of the Lord God is upon me.” Jesus repeated these words in the synagogue of Nazareth (Luke
4:16). He is the Messiah; he is the child born of the woman. He is the one in whom the earth is
re-created and blossoms anew. His role as Messiah is symbolized in the blossoming field below
the crescent. Mary is associated with the earth from which sprang forth the Savior (Isaiah 45:8).
This panel is part of a diptych with two compartments, painted on both sides. It is suggested
that the painting may be “the work of a young painter of Madonnas, working in the late
sixteenth century or shortly thereafter, who, with a technique still Byzantine in style, was
looking to the West for inspiration." (Fiorin, 1995)

The Identity of the Woman of Revelation
We find her at the beginning of Chapter 12 in this last book of the Bible,
"Now a great sign appeared in heaven; a woman, robed with the sun,
standing on the moon, and on her head a crown of twelve stars. She was
pregnant and in labor, crying aloud in the pangs of childbirth. Then a
second sign appeared in the sky, there was a huge red dragon with seven
heads and ten horns." The rest of this chapter describes the war between
the forces of evil (the dragon and his cohorts) and those of God (Michael
and his angels) and, of course, the woman. She was foretold at the
beginning of the Bible in Genesis 3:15-16, according to traditional reading of
this passage, as the one who, together with her Son, would crush the head
of the serpent. The woman represents the Church as well as the Blessed
Virgin. Both bring forth the children of God, who are to conquer evil and bring about the
eventual complete triumph of God's kingdom.

Three Pictorial Forms
1. Art inspired by Apocalypse 12 has taken three forms. The earliest is of narrative character,
closely following the text of the book. Here are illustrations from manuscripts of the
Apocalypse and commentaries thereon that date from as early as the ninth century. In them we
see the woman pursued by the dragon, who tries to sweep her away in the torrent flowing from
his mouth. Then the woman, given wings, flees into the wilderness, and her child is snatched up
to heaven. Michael and the heavenly host hurl the dragon down to the earth.
2. Later artists depict the woman alone, clothed with the sun (encircled
by its rays) and crowned with stars.
3. A further development shows the woman surrounded by the rays of
the sun and in her arms carrying the Son she bore.

1. The Story of the Woman and the Dragon
The earliest narrative picture selected is from a commentary on the Apocalypse assembled by the
monk Beatus of Liebeanu (d. 798). Issued in three recensions (774, 784, 786), the work is really
an anthology of texts produced by many earlier writers. The thirty manuscripts that survive are
more important for their illustrations, tracing the development of Spanish art from the ninth
century through the thirteenth. These greatly influenced Romanesque sculpture in certain
locales. Our manuscript, an example of the first recension, was prepared in 1047 for King
Ferdinand and his wife, Sancha. It is presently in the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid.
Here the artist packed into a single space the several episodes depicted in Apocalypse 12. Added
to this illustration is the fiery lake of burning sulfur prepared for the evildoers (Apocalypse
19:20).

Our second example of what we have termed pictures of a narrative
character is a tapestry from the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore in
Bergamo. This is a work by Flemish artists, designed by Luis van Shoor and
executed by the weaver Joannes Reghelbrugghe in 1698.
The woman, with her attributes of sun, moon and stars, rises to heaven,
surrounded by angel heads, while Michael with energy thrusts his long spear
into one of the dragon’s long sinewy necks.

2. The Woman Clothed with the
Sun
To introduce the theme of the Apocalyptic
woman seen alone we have chosen an image from
an Apocalypse known as the Illustrated Apocalypse
of the Dukes of Savoy. Here the woman, very
pregnant and ready to be delivered, is pictured as sitting, rather than standing. Beneath her is a
crescent moon. She is surrounded by the large burning rays of a very brilliant sun. In the margin
at the right, stands
John, author of the book, shielding his eyes against the splendor and brightness of the vision
before him.
The Savoy Apocalypse was begun (1428-1434) by Jean Bapteur, who did the
narrative pictures and Peronet Lamy, who decorated the borders. Some fifty
years later (1485-1490), the work was completed by Jean Colombe at the
behest of Duke Charles I. The manuscript was handed on by inheritance
from one royal or noble house to another until in 1559 it became the property
of Philip II of Spain, who placed it in the Escorial, where it remains.
An earlier image goes back to about the year 1300. This is an illumination
from a manuscript known as the Rothschild Canticles, a compilation of prayers
made in the Rhineland for the use of a nun. With hands raised, the woman
stands against a checkered background of dark blue and red squares. The crescent moon at her
feet shelters a human face. The sun, which covers the upper part of her body, has another
human face at its center. It represents Jesus Christ who is associated with the Sun. He is the
Sun of the New Day, the Sun of a New Creation, the Sun of Justice.

3. The Madonna Surrounded by Rays
In the Strahlenden (radiant) Madonnen, we have a third group of artworks
inspired by Chapter 12 of the Apocalypse. Another adaptation of the woman
clothed with the sun, these are statues of the Madonna and Child
surrounded by sunbursts, sometimes of great brilliance. They became quite
numerous in the Rhineland and elsewhere in Germany, beginning with the
end of the fifteenth century. Often they are found at the top of highly
elaborate chandeliers raised above the main altar of a church.
This Madonna was carved by Hans Leinberger, the most important sculptor
in Bavaria between the years 1510 and 1530. The statue, dating from around
1515-1520, is in the Church of St. Martin at Landshut, center of Leinberger's activity. Originally,
the image was surrounded by a carved rosary like the one encircling the
Annunciation by Veit Stoss in the Church of St. Lawrence in Nürnberg.
This very regal Madonna, clad in heavily gilt garments, dates from around 1750.
In her right hand, she holds a long ornate scepter. Her left foot stands on a
crescent moon, while her right crushes the head of the serpent. In a playful
mood, her son kicks up with his left foot, and with his right hand reaches
towards his mother's face. The image, originally from Teistungenburg, is now
housed in the Städtisches Museum of Göttingen.

Interesting Iconographical Motifs
1) The Stars: the twelve stars refer to the twelve tribes of Israel and the twelve apostles. Mary is
the summit of believers in Old (twelve tribes) and New Testament (twelve apostles).
2) The Scroll: the scroll in Jesus’ hand expresses wisdom. It is the synthesis of his message of
Redemption. In its open form, the scroll is frequently a declaration of identity. Here it says in
abbreviated form: Pn (eum) a K (yrio) u ep’eme. The Greek words mean: The Spirit of the Lord is
upon me.
3) Mother of God: there is a faded and abbreviated inscription above Mary’s head which is
typical for icons of Our Lady. It reproduces the first and last letters of two words: Mother (Mr =
meter) of God (Thu=Theou).
4) The crescent of the moon is in reference to Mary’s beauty (Song of Songs 6:10): “Who is this
that comes forth like the dawn, as beautiful as the moon …”
5) Diptych is a work made of two matching parts. In art the term diptych refers to a picture as a
series of pictures painted or carved on two connected panels.

The Visitation
Greek-Italian

The Visitation (part of a diptych)
sixteenth – seventeenth century
tempera on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40554

General Description
This panel with the Visitation was part of a diptych with two
compartments, painted on both sides. It complements the panel
with the Woman of Revelation. The scene of the Visitation
belongs to the classical scenes of the life of Mary. It depicts
Mary’s visit to Elizabeth (Luke 1:39-45), and shows the two
women in joyful and tender embrace. Zachariah appears at the
door, welcoming, but a mere bystander. He holds in his hands a basket possibly containing
food. Elizabeth conveys a similarly domestic impression: she carries, tied to her cincture, a
pouch and a knife (objects sometimes carried by midwives!). Rays of golden light fall from the
skies on the two cousins, both future mothers. The emphasis is on the spiritual significance of
the encounter, and gives it a prophetic dimension. Both mothers are believers in the promise of
God; both sons will be instrumental in bringing the promise to fruition (John the Baptist) and
completion (Jesus).
It is said that this Visitation panel is based on an etching by Albrecht Dürer,
and dated before 1506. The similarity is indeed striking, if we look at the main
actors and the basic composition only. The contrast is similarly
surprising. The painter of the panel has eliminated most of the anecdotal and
geographical elements in Dürer’s etching to concentrate on the central theme
of the encounter between Elizabeth and Mary. Dürer’s Visitation has a
markedly narrative and anecdotal character. Our panel is steeped in the icon
tradition, and stresses the deeper meaning of this meeting.

The Life of Mary
Ippolito Scarsella (c. 1550-1620)
The Visitation
late sixteenth century,
oil on canvas
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40366

General Description
Originally attributed to Paolo Veronese, this
rendering of The Visitation is in fact the work of one
of his disciples, Ippolito Scarsella, who had joined
Veronese during his stay in Venice (1570-1576) and adopted his style. Called Scarsellino, Ippolito
was born in Ferrara and lived there most of his life. He was a prolific painter, and highly
acclaimed by contemporary critics. Scarsellino’s style was further influenced by Jacopo Bassano
and the refined Ferrara tradition of Dosso Dossi.
His paintings have a frequently narrative character; they are generally vivid in color and graceful
in form. Easy and elegant, they suggest “lightness of being.” Scarsellino excelled in the “poetry of
the narrative” as some scholars would say. This painting of The Visitation was dated to the last
decade of the sixteenth century (Novelli). The overall atmosphere is that of a “bucolic idyll” with
a classicist landscape made of trees, river, and the faraway mountain under hazy skies. The
Visitation in the foreground follows the classical schema of Mary’s visit to Elizabeth. Zachariah
(left) and Joseph (right) are standing by while the women embrace. However, the encounter is
located on the threshold of Zachariah’s house giving the human element greater density and
animation. It is contrasted with the serene peacefulness of the right half of the painting and its
enchanting counterpoint, the ever musing Joseph.

The Life of Mary
The Visitation is one of the few events in Mary’s life which are recorded in the Bible. There are a
number of ancient texts not in the canon of Sacred Scripture which claims to present details
about the life of Mary, e.g., the Protevangelium of James (second century) and the Transmits
Mariae (fifth century). The first examines Mary’s early life, and gives us details like the names of
Mary’s parents, Joachim and Anne. The Transitus legends recount the end of Mary’s life on
earth.

The Christmas Story

Greek-Italian

Adoration of the Shepherds
mid-late sixteenth century
mixed media on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40916

General Description
This Adoration panel is attributed to a Greek-Italian painter of the second half of the sixteenth
century. The Italian (Venice or Ferrara) influence appears dominant. The theme depicted here
is very popular in the Western tradition allowing for a variety of cultural ingredients, and most
appealing to the rural mentality of the times. The overall composition follows patterns of
symmetry. Christ is placed in the center. Right and left of the child we have Joseph and Mary,
followed by six shepherds, two on his right and four on his left. The landscape is balanced in
similar fashion: right and left of the centrally located barn, we see the golden hues of the skyline
of Bethlehem, and behind it, plunged in twilight and ominous, two rugged hills possibly topped
with ruins. The color contrast between the dark-green background and the red-golden
atmosphere of the Nativity event in the foreground highlights the fact that the child adored by
his mother and the shepherds, is in fact the new light of the world. He brings to light “the
mystery hidden from ages past in God.” (Ephesians 3:9) The broken column behind the three
shepherds stresses the destruction of the old, pre-Christian culture, a culture of idols and death.
In typical Renaissance fashion, the new culture is embodied in the Christ Child who in posture
and apparel (golden vine leaves adorning his head and nakedness) is reminiscent of the new
Dionysius or the “true vine.” (John 15:1) Saint Joseph, although turned toward the child, strikes
the classical pose of “ wait-and-see,” or even doubt.

The Greek-Italian Tradition
A number of works in this exhibit are attributed to the Greek-Italian tradition. What is meant
is a style of painting associated with the so-called Madonna Painters of Greek origin or from
Constantinople. They had left the region after the fall of the Byzantine empire, and moved west
as far as Crete, Sicily, and the Adriatic. Their artistic activity found a new center in Venice and
the Venetian Republic. Initially icon painters, they were exposed to the cultural and artistic
influence of the West, especially the sixteenth century style of Venetian mannerism. The result
was a new liveliness and colorfulness, blending the static elements of the icon with the dynamic
forms of the Renaissance. This melding of East and West was not always successful, and
sometimes had the effect of “freezing” the figures and giving them a certain awkwardness. The
Madonna Painters are known for their many Byzantine Madonnas and copies of Renaissance
works. Some of these painters achieved great harmony and beauty in merging the two artistic
worlds of East and West. The most famous among them was Domenikos Theotokopoulos who,
after leaving the Madonna Painters of Venice, became known as El Greco in Spain.

The Christmas Story and the Bible
The classical representation of the Nativity with its many and colorful figures takes its origin
from the Bible. Does it, really? Some elements of the Nativity are mentioned in Scripture, others
are not.
1) Which are the elements of the Nativity grounded in Scripture?
•

•

•

•

The Child: Luke 2:12 (child, swaddling clothes, manger). Until the beginning of the
fourteenth century, the child is heavily “bandaged” in East and West, signifying that his
divine origin remains hidden. After that, the tendency in Western tradition is to show
him naked. He is a true human baby.
The Manger: Luke 2:12 (Scripture is silent about the place where it stood: a stable, cave,
hut, palace ruin?) In the icon tradition, the manger is frequently and altogether bed,
tomb, and altar. Simultaneously, Jesus Christ is the incarnate God (manger), the
redeemer (tomb), and present in the Eucharist (altar). In the Western tradition the
manger is mostly a trough to feed animals. In Renaissance art the baby is frequently
placed on a bed of straw which is in fact a bed of golden beams symbolizing his divine
origin.
Mary and Joseph: Luke 2:16 (The shepherds found Mary and Joseph.…). Mary is the
prominent figure. We find her in various postures, early on reclining after birth, later
kneeling next to her son, but always in immediate contact with the baby. Joseph is
frequently depicted as a marginal figure either sleeping or expressing doubt (see
Matthew 1:18f.). Sometimes he is the caring Joseph, preparing food for the baby.
The Shepherds: Luke 2:8 (There were shepherds in that same region in the fields). The
number of shepherds is not mentioned in the Bible, and art took great liberty in
representing them. We usually distinguish between shepherds in the field and shepherds
at the manger. As for the latter, Western tradition has a tendency of depicting the three
ages of the human person: the old, the middle-aged, and the young shepherd.

•

•
•

The Angels:(and heavenly armies): Luke 2:9 and 2:13. Mention is made of both the “angel
of the Lord” and the “heavenly host,” triggering an evolution which goes from a single
angel to a whole group; from sober and simple renderings to sophisticated ways of
representing the angels.
The Magi: Matthew 2:1 (Magi from the East arrived in Jerusalem). The number of Magi is
not mentioned in the Bible. It is from the three gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh that
early church Fathers concluded that there were three Magi.
The Star: Matthew 2:2 (We have seen his star.…). It has been represented in various
ways, from guidance for the Magi (eight- pointed star) to the star understood as “Sun of
Justice” symbolizing Christ himself.

2) Elements of the Nativity found in apocryphal (non-canonical) writing, meaning writings
which are not part of the Bible as we know it.
•

•

•

Ox and ass: Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. “On the third day after the birth of Our Lord
Jesus Christ, Holy Mary went out from the cave, and went into a stable and put her child
in a manger, and an ox and an ass worshipped him.” (14) In a different context, mention
of these most faithful companions of Jesus is made in Isaiah 1:3.
The Midwife: (Zelome and Salome): Protevangelium of James "the midwife came out of
the cave, and Salome met her” (19). Art usually shows the two women in a secondary
scene of the Nativity, Salome holding her withered hand after testing Mary’s condition.
The scene highlights Jesus’ divine origin.
The Cave: Protevangelium of James. “…And he (Joseph) found a cave there and brought
her into it.” (18)

3) What neither the Gospels nor the apocryphal writings tell us about the Nativity.
•

The First Bath of the Baby: In art, this secondary scene of the Nativity replaces the scene
with the midwife and Salome. It highlights the true humanity of Jesus Christ. This
iconographical motif was inspired by the bath of the baby Mary in icons.

The Journey to Life

Front of Sarcophagus with Epiphany
fine-grained white marble
Museo, Pio Cristiano Inv. 31450

General Description
This relief represents two distinct but complementary scenes which decorate the front of a
sarcophagus found in the seventeenth century in the Vatican area. It was reconstituted from
various fragments including the right arm of Christ (figure with a stick) and the star above the
child. The modest size of the slab points to a child’s burial niche or sarcophagus. It can be dated
to the fourth-fifth century.
The scene to the left refers to the famous vision of Ezekiel in the valley of dry bones. He is called
to prophesize that these many bones will be covered anew with flesh and revive. Living people
will surge from dead bodies. Most important, they are given the spirit of Yahwe. Indeed, an
immense array of people alive in the spirit surge from the dead. In this scene, the spirit is
represented by Christ logos holding a stick or scepter in his right hand, and a scroll in his left.
Wearing tunic and pallium, his posture and expression is one of authority. Fearless, his gaze is
turned to the left, traditionally considered the realm of darkness and death. With the stick in
hand, he brings people from death to life, from darkness into light. The various stages of revival
are skillfully pictured. Next to Christ we see the heads of two figures, one without facial
features, the other with roughly defined ones. The two nude figures standing, and turned
toward Christ, have already been raised from the dead. The figure behind Christ logos, dressed
similarly in tunic and pallium, may be the prophet Ezekiel whose prophesy announces the spirit
of life (Christ logos). Resituated in its Christological context, this scene hails the Resurrection
in Christ. The deceased are promised new life beyond the grave. Condition and access to
eternal life are symbolized in the second scene.

The second scene pictures the Adoration of the Magi, rendered here in the typical style of early
representations of this theme. The three Magi are in movement, walking toward the Christ
Child. Their heads are covered with the so-called Phrygian cap, and their tunics bedecked with
capes. They are bringing gifts to the child who is receiving them with a welcoming gesture. He
is sitting on his mother’s lap who is holding him in a gesture both protective and demonstrative.
The mother is veiled and enthroned, her feet resting on a footstool. Her iconographic type
corresponds to that of the so-called Felsenmutter or rock mother, suggesting a cave as place of the
Nativity. This second episode constitutes the foundation, historical and moral, of the
Resurrection scene. The coming of the Savior introduces the salvific event of life eternal
(historical aspect). The Magi’s journey to the Christ Child is an expression of faith, personal
commitment, and perseverance (moral aspect). I n short, this relief of Resurrection and
Epiphany represents a summary of the essential Christian message, namely the coming of the
Messiah and life eternal.

Light in the Darkness
Giovanni Lanfranco (1582-1647)
(attributed)
The Virgin Hands the Child to Saint Cajetan of Thiene
c. 1620-1630
oil on canvas
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 41708

General Description
This painting is the result of a vision of the
Virgin and Child by Cajetan of Thiene (14801547) on Christmas night, 1517, in Santa Maria
Maggiore (Rome). He described the vision in
a letter to Sr. Laura Mignani.

The Vision
“I, the daring one, at the hour of His Birth, I found myself right in the very Holy Crèche. I was
heartened by my Father, adorer of the Crèche, the blessed Jerome, whose bones are hidden in the
cave of the Crèche, and, with the confidence of the old man, from the hand of the timid Virgin, a
new Mother, my mistress, I took the tender Baby, flesh and embodiment of the Eternal
Word. My heart must have been quite hard, believe me, because if it did not melt at that
moment, it must surely have the hardness of diamonds.” (Luciani, 1996, 227-228)
Together with Charles Borromeo and Ignatius of Loyola, Saint Cajetan of Thiene was regarded
as one of the important promoters of church reform in the sixteenth century. A lawyer and
secretary to Pope Julian II, he was a one-time member of the Oratory of Divine Love, and later
joined the Brotherhood of Saint Jerome dedicated to the poor and infirm. In 1524, he founded
with three companions, the Congregation of the Theatines (from Theate, name of the
archbishopric of his founding companion, G. P. Caraffa and later, Pope Paul IV) committed to
church reform, in particular, that of clerics. Cajetan was canonized in 1671.

The Motto
It is believed that this painting was commissioned by the Theatine Fathers on the occasion of
their founder’s beatification in 1629. It is the artistic translation of the saint’s vision, and
simultaneously reflects the founding moment of the Theatines and their spirituality. Indeed,
angels in the upper right corner are holding an open book bearing the Theatine motto, “Quaerite
Regnum Dei.”
Matthew’s invitation to “seek first the Kingdom of God” (Matthew 6:33) highlights dependence
on God and trust in divine providence as they are expressed e.g., in the Lord’s Prayer (Matthew

6:9-14). Of course, the ultimate reason for this holy audacity is found in Mary’s gift to the saint.
She hands the Christ Child to Cajetan of Thiene.

The Painting
Cajetan is dressed in a cassock, eagerly extending his left arm to Mary. Behind him, we see the
figure of an old man dressed in liturgical garb. He encourages Cajetan but is held in check by
what looks like an angel. The personage may be Saint Jerome mentioned in the letter about the
vision. More likely, we are dealing here with a member of the Theatine Order, Saint Andrea
Avellino (1521-1608). He died suddenly while saying Mass, and was beatified about the same
time as Cajetan (1624). A profusion of drapery and baroque exaltation heightens the impression
of drama. The scene is constructed according to a double diagonal, one along the line of
Cajetan’s and Avellino’s bodies, the other – sharp and steep – formed by the angel on the left and
the Madonna with the Child. The two lines suggest a converging movement. The dark front
(Cajetan and Avellino) tends toward the light, while Mother and Child seem eager to share the
light and move toward the two saints. The result is one of increased attention, on the part of the
onlooker, to the focal point of this double movement which is centered in the Christ
Child. Accessories such as the blue and white flowers to the right, and the broad and
sumptuously displayed cape of the Madonna underscore beauty of the soul and virtue (flowers)
and revelation of love and light in Christ (cape).

The Light
Although never exhibited before, critics have rated this painting as
“splendid” and “superb.” Giovanni Lanfranco owes this posthumous fame in
part to his skillful use of Correggio’s technique of “chiaro-scuro.”
Lanfranco’s painting is characteristic of Correggio’s Adoration of the Christ
Child, commonly known as La Notte, the night (Gemäldegalerie Dresden). In
both works, the only light is coming from the Child. It literally transforms
the baby in a child of light, irradiating the face of the mother and
permeating with his brilliance those who seek him out, or happen to be in
the vicinity.
In Correggio’s La Notte, there is a young shepherdess protecting her eyes against
an abundance of light coming from the Child. In Correggio, the light has
atmospheric value. It creates a climate of peace and contemplation, and gives
prominence to the mother. In our painting, the light conveys a more active and
communicative impression. It symbolizes revelation understood as spiritual
dynamism. No wonder the light emanating from the Christ Child was
characterized as “splendor . . . and light of divinity.” (Vasari on behalf of
Correggio) The Protevangelium of James uses a similar symbolism to describe the birth of
Christ: “. . . a great light appeared, so that our eyes could not bear it.” (19)

The Art of Story Telling
Anonymous (Tanzania)
Nativity and Flight into Egypt
c. 1989
Wood
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AF 8197

General Description
A gift to John Paul II in 1989, this sculpture made from a single block of
dark wood (ebony), represents the Nativity and Flight into Egypt. The
lower part shows the Nativity, with the baby Jesus in the manger, Mary
kneeling in adoration, and Joseph standing. The composition reflects Western influence. The
family is surrounded and protected by a grotto marked with vertical incisions. The grotto
constitutes the base for the second scene, the Flight into Egypt, and simultaneously melds the
two scenes into a well-balanced architectural entity. Saint Joseph, above and below, lends the
whole sculpture vertical direction and stability. He is the prominent figure, identified each time
by the tools of his trade, the saw and the plane. Mary, the smaller figure, is clustered in both
scenes with other elements: in the Nativity with the manger and the baby; in the Flight into
Egypt with the donkey and the angel. Thanks in particular to the angel hovering over the
Madonna and showing the way, the sculpture achieves a horizontal dynamism. The overall
impression is one of skillful balancing vertical and horizontal movements.

The Art of the Maconde
The work is carved according to the tradition of the Maconde of East Africa
(Tanzania). Until recently, artistic activity among the Maconde was of rather
modest importance. Among the reasons for the paucity of artworks are the
migrating habits of the tribe, the Muslim (iconoclastic) influence, and the
fading of the cult of ancestors, a normally fertile ground for artistic
expression. In pre-European times, the Maconde specialized in carving highly
expressive masks used during initiation rites, and statuettes of female figures
representing the mother of all Maconde. The Macondes have a matrilinear
social organization; they belong to the Bantu ethnic group and until recently,
practiced mainly agriculture in the region of the Rovuma River which
separates Mozambique from Tanzania. East African art is frequently
identified with Maconde products, especially with sculptures from ebony wood. Christian art in
Tanzania owes much to the influence of European Benedictines (St. Ottilien) and
Capuchins. Sometimes called airport art because it caters to tourists, Maconde art seems to be
subject to a rapid change in styles evolving from simple and rustic patterns to highly decorative
elements and sophisticated symbolism. Change in family structure and social organization are
believed to play an important role in this rapid evolution. The art of the Maconde follows at
least two important criteria:

1. A piece of art is by definition an original that cannot be copied. Maconde art tends
toward the uniqueness of form.
2. Art is a form of story telling. Each work of art has a narrative value, sometimes of
intricate and obscure forms.
The narrative structure of the two artworks presented here can easily be noted. In both cases,
the primary scene serves as base to the secondary but more popular and narrative event. The
Fall episode would be a hopeless and tragic recollection of human condition, if it were not for its
rootedness in the redemptive act of Christ’s crucifixion. In a similar way, the Nativity gives
meaning and explanation to the Flight into Egypt. In both sculptures (Nativity/Flight) and
(Crucifixion/Fall) the scene at the base (Nativity and Crucifixion) has constitutive and
explanatory value. They both highlight the foundations of salvation history whereas the scenes
on the upper level reflect human history and condition (Flight and Fall), life in need of salvation.

Mother and Child
Followers of Pinturicchio (c. 1452-1513)
Madonna of the Windowsill
early sixteenth century
fresco transferred to cadorite
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40324

General Description
In early catalogs of the Vatican Pinacoteca, this Madonna painting
was wrongly attributed to Pinturicchio (Bernardino di Betto).
Recent scholarship (F. Bottair) rejected this attribution. Given
affinity and skill similar to those of Pinturicchio, the painting is now attributed to one of his
followers who was active in Rome in the early years of the sixteenth century.
The Madonna of this artwork, whose background has been repainted, is seen in three-quarter
view. She is leaning toward the child in a gesture of both reverent protection and proud
demonstration. The painting is reminiscent of the Hodegetria type, of the Madonna who points
the way to Jesus. In fact, the position of her hands is similar to that of the Platytera holding
the clipeus (shield or medallion) containing the “noncontainable.” Here the boy Jesus, in typical
Renaissance gesture, ascertains both his humanity (with a quasi-frivolous show of legs) and his
divine mission (with his right hand raised in blessing and the position of the fingers). Mary is
dressed in the classical Marian colors of blue and red. Her red robe is tied in the middle with a
dark-colored sash (girdle, belt, cord) whose both ends, long or short, are knotted in such a way
that they are hanging loose. The sash is a typical attribute to the Virgin in the Temple and
symbolizes Mary’s virginal and exclusive dedication to God. The sash is sometimes an attribute
of the Immaculata. Knotting and untying are the privilege of the divinity. Mary is bound to
God. He is the master of tying and untying. However, the sash knotted in front has also been
used to symbolize maternity. In the famous Guadalupe image, the black knotted sash identifies
Mary as future mother. According to sources of antiquity (Plinius, 23-79) the knot suggests
pregnancy and subsequent delivery. In the case of the Madonna of the Windowsill, the knotted sash
identifies Mary as Mother and Virgin. The sash makes a theological statement.
The motif of the windowsill – underlying both the playful and demonstrative character of this
painting – seems to be of Florentine origin (late fifteenth century). It had significant influence
on artists of the Umbrian school.

Mother and Child – Icon of Christianity
The icon of mother and child is probably the most powerful symbol, and a most accurate
synthesis of the Christian message. It brings together in a single and most attractive image the
many facets of God’s self-revelation to the world. It stresses in particular the unbreakable unity
and complementarity between God and humankind. Symbol of the Incarnation, the icon of
mother and child suggests and anticipates in subtle ways the semantics of redemption. In

redemption, God gives himself away (manifests himself as a child); he identifies with the little
ones to give them new stature and heightened self-understanding (represented in the adult
figure of a mother).
The figure of mother and child is not only an icon of revelation past, but also presents us with a
whole spiritual doctrine, teaching us how Christ is growing in us so we might be able to grow in
him. Above all, the image of mother and child is a living testament of love. It speaks without
ceasing of God’s loving self-giving, and the loving reception this gift was given in Mary’s heart
and womb.
Mother and child are a manifesto of love directed to the whole world at all times. A constant and
living witness to the Divine-human unity, the mother-child icon is the highly visible center and
living source of the communion of saints. Finally, the mother-child representation is a beautiful
memento of the ever-active presence of the Spirit in Mary’s life.

Under Her Protection (Mater Misericordiae)
Claudio Ridolfi (1570-1644)
Madonna Crowned with the Christ
Child and Angels
1600
oil on canvas (stretched on
panel)
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv.
44944

General Description
This painting was originally located above the entrance of San Onofrio in Rome. The Church
belonged to the convent of the order of Saint Jerome and harbors a rich harvest of seventeenth
century artworks, among them works by Domenichino. Originally attributed to him, our
lunette (small crescent moon) was later identified as a painting by Claudio Ridolfi. It can be
dated to the year 1600, thanks to the inscription in the lower left corner which specifies “in the
year of the jubilee 1600.” Jubilees are opportunities for spiritual renewal and special gifts of
grace (indulgences). Proclaimed for the first time in 1300 (Boniface VIII), they were to be offered
to the faithful every hundred years. The long time interval was progressively shortened to fifty
(Clemens VI, 1343), thirty-three (Urban VI, 1389), and finally twenty-five years (Paul II, 1470).
Claudio Ridolfi was a religious painter who put his art in the service of the reform of the
Church. This may explain in part the simple narrative and pedagogical intent of this painting. In
doing so, he was probably influenced by his master’s Madonna and Child in the altarpiece for the
Church of San Sebastiano in Venice. Indeed, Ridolfi was the disciple of Paolo Veronese, who
repeatedly used the motif of the Mater Misericordiae in his religious paintings. Ridolfi shows the
crowned Madonna and Child wrapped in a regal cape held by two angel heads. The group of
Mother and Child is flanked by two prostrate angels. The Mother holds the child offering it to
the onlookers in a gesture of generosity. Veil and mantle have often been used by artists to
identify Mary as Protectress, Mother of Mercy, Our Lady of the Mantle, and Our Lady of Succor.

Under Her Protection
We find the idea of help expressed by Mary’s veil in early Byzantine
icons, especially in the icon of the Blachernae. In the Apparition of the
Virgin (see left), the mother of God spreads her veil over the city of
Constantinople and the people assembled in the Church of the
Blachernae (seventeenth century). Her gesture is a sign of protection.
During the Gothic period, the theme of
protection found a new expression in the
image of the Madonna with the protective
mantle. Making use of her “mantle right”
(giving shelter to “outlaws” and refugees by
putting the mantle around them), she spreads her
mantle against fear and need, and envelops the
faithful of all social classes and walks of life in her
protective cloak (Johannes Rueland, 1471).
The portal of the Abbey of Mercy in Venice
(Abbazia della Misericordia) was decorated at one
time with this stone relief by Bartolomeo Duon. It
shows Mary as Platyteca (Christ in the mandarla)
covering with her cloak a group of monks. The
large mantle is held together by the Christ Child
featured in the mandarla. He is the ultimate source
of protection.
The of Our Lady of the Mantle did not evolve into
Baroque and more recent periods. Here is what is
left of it on a holy card hailing the Madonna
Aparecida as Protectress of Brazil. She is
surrounded by the coat of arms of the federal
states.
One of the most popular images of protection and
help is the Maria-Hilf painting by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472-1553). It largely replaced –
together with the image of Perpetual help – the representation of Our Lady of What is left is a
protective gauze-like veil Mother and Son just as in Ridolfi’s representation of the same theme.

Black Madonnas
Sicilian
Sicilian Madonna (Madonna Siciliana)
Seventeenth century
oil on copper
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 44859

General Description
This icon is representative of the so-called “Madonna Siciliana,”
combining Byzantine influence with Western art. It is the product
of Albanian immigrant painters who fled their country in the wake
of the Ottoman conquest. The personalized facial expressions, the
Putti, the figures in Purgatory, and the splendid garment and
jewelry worn by the Madonna are of Western provenance. The basic iconographic type is that
of the Tenderness Madonna (Eleousa) with the special characteristic of the Glykophilousa (loving
sweetness). Indeed, the faces of Mother and Son are drawn together and touch
(Eleousa/Tenderness), and the right hand of the child lovingly caresses the chin of the mother
(loving sweetness/Glykophilousa).
From the hand of the Madonna hangs the brown or Carmelite scapular. It owes its origin to
Saint Simon Stock, an English Carmelite, who had a vision of Our Lady on July 16, 1251. She gave
him the brown scapular and promised that whoever died wearing it would not suffer the
punishment of hell, and quickly be released from purgatory. This is called the “Sabbatine
Privilege.” The scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel is the oldest and best known of the
Marian scapulars. Its artistic rendering in connection with the souls in purgatory appears in
Sicily at the end of the fifteenth century before spreading to other regions.
Another characteristic of Sicilian art of that period is the dark complexion of Mother and Child.
It is believed that the dark skin color points to the Eastern origins of some of the old and
venerated images (i.e., the so-called black Madonna of Tindari), and that they may reflect the
well-known expression found in the Song of Songs: “Nigra sum, sed formosa.” (I am black but
beautiful) (1:5) But there are other explanations.

The Scapular Devotion
Originally the scapular was a strip of fabric with a hole inserted in the middle, and it was used as
protection of the monk’s habit when he worked in the fields. The word scapular derives its
origin from the Latin word for shoulder, since the garment hung from the shoulder. The scapular
was reduced in size when religious orders asked their lay members (Third Orders) to wear the
scapular. Eventually, the scapular was made up of two small double squares of clothe (two or
three square inches), suspended from the shoulders by two cords. By the sixteenth century, the
wearing of a scapular was very popular. It symbolized fellowship with others in dedication to a

spiritual cause and God ’s protection through the intercession of the church or a saint. The most
popular scapulars are:
•
•
•
•
•

the white scapular of the Trinity
the red scapular of Christ’s Passion
the brown scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
the black scapular of Our Lady of Sorrows
the blue scapular of the Immaculate Conception

Interesting Iconographic Details
1) The Crowning of the Image: examples showing the crowning of Marian images can be
traced back to Pope Gregory III (731-741). The custom developed in the fourteenth century and
spread during the time of the Counter-Reformation. For more information, consult The Mary
Page: campus.udayton.edu/mary/resources/crowning.html
2) The Star is one of the customary three stars ornating Marian icons, and refers to her total
dedication to the Holy Trinity and her virginity.
3) For information on the origin of Black Madonnas, and their geographic dissemination
consult The Mary Page: http://campus.udayton.edu/mary/resources/blackm/blackm.html

The Art of the Icon
Greek-Italian
Nicopéia (Who brings victory)
sixteenth seventeenth century
tempera on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40540

General Description
The art of the icon is–among other things–the art of artistic
copying and faithful rendering of set patterns. It is the art of
passing on famous representations of Christ, the Virgin, and saints. Our icon is such a copy of a
famous icon. Painted with tempera on pine, this 16th 17th century effigy of Mother and Child
“translates” the famous Venetian Madonna “Nicopéia” (the One who brings victory).
The original, a Byzantine icon dated tenth-twelfth century, was taken by the Venetians from
Constantinople in 1204, and placed in the Basilica of Saint Mark in Venice. The icon, because of
its purported miraculous qualities, became rapidly famous, and was reproduced frequently by
Byzantine icon painters who came to live in Venice after the fall of the Eastern Roman Empire.
The Hellenic Institute of Venice and the Classense Library of Ravenna have copies of
the Nicopéia similar to ours.
The similarity between the original Nicopéia and the present is mainly
one of type and style. The type is that of the so called Brephocratousa, the
mother holding the child. Although a half-figure, this icon is reminiscent
of the enthroned Madonna and Child, Kyriotissa, at least as far as their
solemn and majestic expression is concerned. Still another similarity can
be established with the type of the Platytera, literally meaning “the one–
finite and limited–who contains the limitless and “noncontainable one.”
Titles associated with this Nicopéia are Seat of Wisdom (she holds in her
arms and shows forth the child “filled with wisdom”), Ark of the New
Covenant, and Tabernacle of God (Jesus Christ). Reflecting the two golden
Nicopéia (San Marco)
and gem-studded crowns of the original Nicopéia, this image is
characterized by splendid halos decorated with painted gems and
elaborate punches. The eyes of both figures are averted from the spectator, creating thus
mobility and giving the icon a certain liveliness as we find it, i.e., in the sixth century Sinai
representation of the Mother of God (Monastery of Saint Catherine

Interesting Iconographical Motifs
1) The Nicopéia (the One who brings victory) was the patroness and protectress of the
Byzantine Empire until 1204 (fourth crusade), and its armies. Her effigy was reproduced

2)
3)
4)
5)

on coins and seals following the pre-Christian tradition of adorning objects with the
image of Nike, the goddess of victory.
The inscriptions left and right of his head: it says I(esou)s, and Ch(risto)s.
The inscriptions left and right of Mary’s head say: M(ete)r (=mother) and Th(eo)u
(=God),
The three stars (one on Mary’s veil, one on each shoulder) are symbols of Mary’s total
dedication to the work of the Trinity, and thus also of her virginity.
The position of Mary’s hands suggests a medallion (clipeus) containing the image of
Jesus. This would be typical of the Platytera (she contains the noncontainable), the one
whose “womb is more spacious than the heavens” (fragment papyrus, 6th century).

Religious Calendars of East and West
Russian (Kholuj, near Vladimir)
Annual Religious Calendar
mid-late nineteenth century
tempera and gold on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 44382

East
This icon is a liturgical calendar. It consists of three distinct parts
organized in concentric squares and covers the whole liturgical year.
1. At the center, we have the icon of the Resurrection, the Anastasis.
2. The Resurrection icon is surrounded by twelve scenes covering Jesus’
Passion and death, highlighting, e.g., the resurrection of Lazarus and the
descent of Christ into Hell.
3. The next field is reflective of the twelve monthly liturgical calendars which
represent the saints for each month of the year. Proceeding from left to right,
the list of months begins with the beginning of the Orthodox liturgical year in September. It
includes the central panel of Passion and Resurrection.
4. The outer circle consists of the gallery of most important Marian icons. The number may vary
according to calendar. Our calendar includes eighty-four icons, other calendars count 144 or
even 238 icons. Here, among the most important ones we have, the “Coronation of the Virgin”
(top, center), “Mother of God of the Burning Bush” (bottom, center), “Mother of God,
Unexpected Joy” (center, right), and “Mother of God, Joy of all Believers” (center, left).
Though the representation of the icon-month has been known since medieval times, the
inclusion of all twelve months in a single icon occurred only in the second half of the nineteenth
century. It took its origin from the iconographic school of Kholuj (near Vladimir) and was
inspired by the Old Believers who consider themselves guardians of the classical icon-tradition
of the Christian East. They were guided in their endeavor by the idea of a single icon
representing the whole mystery of salvation, and based on the central event and truths of
Christ’s Resurrection. The many Marian icons attempt to make visible the first fruits of Christ’s
redemption. The “real time” of salvation is highlighted in the twelve liturgical months situated
between reason for (Christ) and result of redemption (Mary).

West
The Book of Hours is, or better was, for the West what

the liturgical icon is for the East. Commissioned by the
noble and wealthy, the Books of Hours were the prayer
books used by lay people in medieval times. Books of
Hours contrast sharply with the Religious Calendar from
the East (Russia). Devotional rather than liturgical, a
book not an icon, the Book of Hours contains art and
spirituality, sacred features as well as secular ones. The
basic components of the Book of Hours are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calendar (the months of the year)
Extracts from the Gospels
The prayer Obsecro
The prayer O intermerata
Hours of the Virgin (The Little Office of the Virgin)
Hours of the Cross
Penitential Psalms
Litany
Office of the Dead
Prayers to various Saints

The Calendar, Hours of the Virgin, the Penitential Psalms, Litany, Office of the Dead, and
Prayers to the Saints were taken from the books used by the clergy. The other parts listed here
are secondary texts. To these were added a variety of other prayers. The result of all this: no two
Books of Hours are exactly alike.
The Books of Hours were decorated with illuminations. The basic elements in illumination are
the initial, the miniature, and the border. We would like to highlight two kinds of illuminations:
the illuminations illustrating the Hours of the Virgin, and the Calendar decorations.

Illustrations of the Hours of the Virgin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matins – The Annunciation
Lauds – The Visitation
Prime – The Nativity of Jesus
Tierce – The Angel’s announcement to the shepherds
Sext – The Adoration of the Magi
None – The Presentation in the Temple
Vespers – The Flight to Egypt and/or the Slaughter of the
Innocents
Compline – The Coronation of Mary

Decorations of the monthly calendar
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January – Feasting
February – Sitting by the fire
March – Pruning vines
April – Garden scene
May – Hawking or boating
June – The hay harvest
July – Reaping the wheat
August – Threshing
September – Harvesting grapes
October – Ploughing and sowing
November – Gathering acorns for pigs
December – Killing the pig or baking bread

The Mysteries of the Rosary
Italian-Cretan
The Mysteries of the Rosary
late sixteenth century, early
seventeenth century
oil on panel
Vatican Pinacoteca Inv. 41409

General Description
The Latin inscription on top of the
panel characterizes this painting as
“The threefold devout contemplation
of the Rosary of the Blessed Virgin
Mary.” The Rosary had traditionally
fifteen mysteries or events of the lives
of Jesus and Mary. The mysteries are grouped in three series: the joyful, the sorrowful, and the
glorious mysteries.
The painting shows a broad landscape. In the foreground it is subdivided by three large trees.
Attached to each tree are medallions or tondos representing the mysteries of the Rosary. At the
foot of each tree is shown an episode of the Old Testament. The landscape is further subdivided
by three nature scenes: the verdant field with trees, a body of water, and a chain of mountains
with silhouettes of towns with tiny domes and spires.
The painter is unknown, but it is believed that he was Greek, and familiar with both Byzantine
and Western traditions of painting. The painting reflects ItalianCretan icon style (medallions) as well as Western stylistic elements
(Venetian landscapes). The colors are strong and glazed in hues of red,
blue, brown, and ocher. Faces and silhouettes are diminutive and dark,
enlivened by highlights.

The Three Trees convey the central message of this painting, which

has a pronounced educational character. It informs about the Rosary
and its meaning. Its goal is to lead to “devout contemplation.”

The Palm Tree (left) introduces us to the joyful mysteries. The palm is
a symbol of glory. In Christian tradition, it stands for the victory of
Christ over death. It suggests Resurrection and immortality.

Each of the circular images attached to the branches represents one of
the five joyful mysteries. There is a sixth medallion, which summarizes
the overall meaning of the five joyful mysteries.

1. The Annunciation – The Angel Gabriel announces to Mary the birth of Christ (Luke
1:38)
2. The Visitation of Mary with her Cousin Elizabeth (Luke 1:42)
3. The Nativity of Jesus (Luke 1:48)
4. The Presentation of Jesus in the Temple (Luke 2:29)
5. The finding of Christ among the Doctors (Luke 2:49)
The sixth and central image (Madonna with Child) represents Mary’s divine maternity and the
Incarnation of Christ which is the beginning of redemption and Resurrection for all of good will.
This is the central meaning of the joyful mysteries.
The Old Testament scene at the foot of the palm tree is from Exodus
(15:1). Moses raises his staff after crossing the Red Sea, and closes the
passage, drowning the Egyptian army. The scene announces the power of
God, which finds its highest expression in the coming of his Son.

The Blackberry Bush (center) introduces us to the sorrowful mysteries.

The blackberry bush with its thorns is a symbol of suffering and death.
Its branches laden with thorns enclose the mysteries and events of Jesus’
Passion and death. The medallions show, beginning at the top.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jesus Praying in the Garden (Luke 22:42)
The Flagellation (Psalm 72:14)
The Crowning with Thorns (Ezekiel 24:17)
Christ Bearing the Cross (Matthew 16:24)
The Crucifixion (John 19:26)

The central tondo (6) represents the Pietà emphasizing the deep sorrow of the mother holding
her son in her arms. The sorrowful mysteries lead us to the contemplation of Christ’s death, a
death suffered for the redemption of all.
The scene at the foot of the blackberry bush pictures Joseph thrown into the well by his
brothers (Psalm 118:12). Joseph is a symbol of Christ. The scene anticipates Christ’s burial, and
Joseph’s brothers are reminiscent of Christ’s persecutors. Psalm 118 already announces Christ’s
victory over sin and death.
The large Rosebush (see next tree) is adorned with red and white roses. The rose is a traditional
symbol of Mary and of the Rosary. Red stands for love, white for virginity (St. Bernard). The two
colors are also metaphors of charity and purity. The rosebush represents the third series of
Rosary mysteries, the glorious mysteries. These begin with the Resurrection of Christ, and end
with the Coronation of Mary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Resurrection of Jesus (Psalm 3:6)
The Transfiguration of Jesus instead of the Ascension (Matthew 17:9)
Pentecost, showing Mary in the midst of the Apostles (Wisdom 1:7)
The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Sirach 24:19)
The Coronation of the Virgin by the Father (Canticle 4:7)

The medallion at the center (6) shows Mary with a crown on her head. She is the crowning of
Christ’s work of salvation. She is the all-beautiful one, and represents the fulfillment of all in
eternity.
The scene at the foot of the rosebush shows the personification of
wisdom that is Mary, Seat of Wisdom, and Tabernacle of the Eternal
Word. The baskets filled with flowers symbolize the gifts of wisdom.
Mary offers fruit and flowers, the gift of wisdom, to the poor (Sirach
14:12).

Three Images of Mary: The threefold rosary of joyful, sorrowful, and
glorious mysteries can be summarized in the three central
representations of Mary:
1.
2.
3.

Mother of Jesus Christ (joyful mysteries)
Pietà (sorrowful mysteries)
Madonna Queen (glorious mysteries)

Each of these images can only be rightfully understood in relation to
Jesus Christ. He is the Incarnate Word, the Redeemer, and ultimate
fulfillment of human life. Mary embodies the human side of salvation
history: She receives Jesus (Mother), accompanies him to the end (Pietà), and receives eternal
glory from God’s hand (Queen).

Interesting Iconographical Motifs
1) Blue and Red: Mary’s vestments are traditionally red and blue. In the joyful mysteries her
cape is blue, and her garment red. Red stands here for Mary’s Assumption into heaven.
2) Sun and Moon: Popular in medieval representations of the crucifixion, sun and moon stress
the cosmological or universal importance of redemption. They also point to Old (moon) and
New Testament (sun). Sun and moon on the upper left and right corners of our painting may be
a pictorial allusion to the rapport between Jesus and Mary: Mary (moon) receives her meaning
and importance through Jesus (sun).
3) The “golden horns:” We can see two blazing rays on Moses’ forehead (see foot of the palm
tree). These are not “golden horns” (Ex. 34:29f) but rays of light that illuminate his face, a result
of Moses’ encounter with God. An erroneous interpretation of the Vulgate Bible made them into
horns.

To learn more about the Rosary:
Ask for Rosary Markings, a pamphlet on the origins, the importance, and ways of praying the
Rosary.

Did you know that there are now four series of mysteries? The fourth was added in the fall of
2002 by Pope John Paul II in his encyclical letter on the Rosary. See our website The Mary
Page: http://campus.udayton.edu/mary/rosarymarkings.html.
To read a summary of the encyclical and link to the full document see: The Mary
Page: campus.udayton.edu/mary/resources/documents/RVM.html

The Apparitions of the Virgin
School of Carracci (Antonio Carracci?)
The Virgin Offers the Child to Saint Francis
Late sixteenth – early seventeenth century
oil on copper
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 40728

General Description
This painting is witness to the quality of devotional art of the
past. While devotional art of the present is frequently
assimilated with cheap reproductions of sometimes doubtful
taste, we find in centuries past examples of popular art of
refined taste and exquisite pictorial quality. This is such an
example. For a long time kept in storage at the Vatican
Pinacoteca and ignored by the art world, it was brought to light by Denis Mahon, great scholar
of Italian baroque, in 1956. The small rendition of the Virgin offering her Child to a Franciscan
saint is painted on copper, and was produced for the Franciscan faithful. Attributed to Antonio
Carracci, it is noteworthy for its refinement of color and form. This is particularly true for the
great beauty of the Virgin’s face, reminiscent of the Carracci style, and the unified and
harmonious rendering of the complex positions of the main actors (Virgin, monk, and Christ
Child). A similar harmony and delicate complementarity is found in the overall color palette.
The event shown is a popular theme in Franciscan mysticism and art. It highlights a
Christocentric spirituality and is a way of saying that we should make ours the dispositions and
states of life of Christ, beginning with his childhood. Mary’s role is to give us Jesus, an allusion
to her motherhood and the famous saying, “Per Matrem ad Filium.” (Mary leads us to her son) The
iconographic theme of the Virgin offering the Child to a Franciscan saint is not limited to
Francis of Assisi (see the painting by A. Carracci whose reproductions have been widely
disseminated, e.g., in art galleries of London, Detroit, Kassel, Madrid, and Rome). The same
motif was later applied to other Franciscan saints, e.g., and especially to Anthony of Padua and
Felix of Cantalice. The attribution in this painting is uncertain.

The Apparitions of the Virgin
In spite of prudence and strong reservation toward apparitions,
sightings and visions of Mary enjoy enduring popularity. The Church
even recognized some recent apparitions of Our Lady (Capua, Kibeho,
Akcita, San Nicolas, Amsterdam). Apparitions of Our Lady have had a
lasting impact on the arts. During the siege of Constantinople,
Muselinus sees a lady descending on a cloud spreading her mantle over
the ramparts of the city, making it impregnable (Cantigas, c. 1272). But

this is not the only kind of apparition art has immortalized. There is
the famous story of Theophilus who sold his soul to the devil, and was
ransomed by Our Lady. Of similar popular fame
is the legend of the Juggler of Our Lady. Being
neither a scholar nor a skilled artisan, he seeks to
lighten the hearts of Mother and Child with the
gymnastic feats of his trade. He juggles and
dances in front of the statue of Mother and
Child. At the end of the performance, the baby
expresses his pleasure with a round of applause.
Meanwhile, Our Lady with a gesture of her hand
commandeers an angel to bring comfort to the
acrobat in the form of a towel. Our Lady
dispenses her favors to the little ones, but also to
the great and famous of this world. In the
following painting, Mary appears to Leopold III
(Ruhland Fruehauf the Younger, c. 1505), as well as to a noble lady praying
in the Book of Hours and asking Our Lady for her presence at the hour of
death. (Heures dites de Baudricourt, c. 1475) Most important, Mary
communicates her messages to her beloved servants. This is illustrated
here with the example of Saint Thomas Beckett. Mary reveals to him the
Seven Joys of her life in Paradise (Livres de Prières à la Vierge, fifteenth
century).

The Crucifixion Scene
School of Naples
Crucifixion with the Madonna, Saint John, and Mary Magdalene
late seventeenth, early eighteenth century
oil on canvas
Vatican Pinacoteca, Inv. 44449

General Description
Restored several times, this painting was originally rectangular and
later made oval. It presents an elaborate model of the crucifixion as
found in paintings by Francesco Solimena and Luca Giordano.
Characteristic of these paintings are the theatrical poses of the various actors and the small
angels filling the sky. The color scheme of intense black and blue skies, contrasting with
laquered carmine and flesh-colored pink, points to a date close to the turn of the seventeenth
century, and heightens the overall dramatic rendering of the crucifixion event. The painting is of
unknown artist, but in style reminiscent of Sebastiano Conca (1680-1764).
The presence of the Madonna, Saint John, and Mary Magdalene at the foot of the Cross is part of
the classical repertoire of the crucifixion scene. The swooning Madonna, John’s gesture of tender
support, and Mary Magdalene’s posture of loving dedication, however, are reminiscent of
baroque dramatization.

The Meaning of the Crucifixion Event
At the very heart of the Christian memory lies the memoria passionis, mortis et resurrectionis
Christi (the memory of Christ’s passion, death, and resurrection). This is the center and focal
point of Christian identity. Creation without incarnation lacks fulfillment; incarnation without
its accomplishment in redemption remains devoid of meaning. It is only on Easter morning that
the Cross of Christ, the tree of suffering and sacrifice, truly becomes the tree of life. The deepest
of all Christian memories thus links and unites the tree of life in paradise (Gen. 2:9) and the tree
of life of the world to come (Rev. 22: 1-2). Alpha and Omega, the beginning and end of the
Christian story, are capsulized in the memory of the crucified and risen Lord. In
Christ’s memoria the tragic tensions and polarities of existence are revealed, and it is this same
memory which ponders the ultimate victory of salvation. For in the tree of salvation, the
perpetual crises of human existence – the estrangement, suffering, senselessness and death – are
accepted and overcome.

The Crucifixion in Art
Early on, Christ on the Cross was represented with open eyes and frequently wearing a tunic
(colobium), thus symbolizing the resurrected and living redeemer. At the foot of the Cross we
find Mary, mostly to the right, and John to the left of Christ. Next to them we often see the

diminutive figures of Longinus with the lance and Stephaton with sponge and vinegar bucket.
Other personages may join Mary and John – sometimes women, e.g., Mary Magdalene, and
soldiers; in later centuries the symbolic figures of Church (Ecclesia) and Synagogue were often
added. In the Middle Ages, as in modern times, theological symbolism is frequently abandoned
for more graphic representations of the crucifixion. We no longer encounter the triumphant
Lord, but Ecce Homo, with closed eyes, dead, his body tortured and almost naked.
From earliest times, the presence of Mary and John at the foot of the Cross was to witness the
Calvary event and its significance. Gradually, the two figures came to be regarded as role models
for the believer. They express sadness and pain. John is often shown with the typical gesture of
putting his left hand against his left cheek. Mary is sometimes pointing with both hands to her
dying Son, or, with outstretched arms, expressing tacit understanding and abandonment, even
attempting to touch the body of Christ.
Through the centuries, numerous secondary themes developed. Not only does one find the
fainting of Mary and John’s comforting gesture, but also Mary and John standing on the graves
of Adam and Eve; Mary, the new Eve, crushing the head of the serpent; Mary collecting the
blood of Christ in her chalice; Mary interceding for us; Mary in conversation with John. The
most popular of these themes represents the compassion of Mary, her overall posture
assimilated with that of Christ and, thus, suggesting intimacy with her suffering Son.

A Marianist Icon
The Calvary event is described in John 19:25-27. Commemorating the central truths of
Christianity, the Calvary event also represents an important spiritual icon of the Family of Mary,
a family of Marianist religious and lay people, men and women, present on the campus of the
University of Dayton (place of this exhibit) for more than 150 years. This icon of collective
identity is in fact a prayer called the Three O’Clock Prayer. Recited at the hour of Christ’s death,
therefore called Three O’Clock Prayer, it captures not only the deeper memories of Christian faith;
it also conveys the particular spirit which continues to inspire the members of the Family of
Mary. This is how the Three O’Clock Prayer reads and prays in its present form:
Lord Jesus,
we gather in spirit at the foot of the Cross
with your Mother and the disciple whom you loved.
We ask your pardon for our sins
which are the cause of your death.
We thank you
for remembering us
in that hour of salvation and for giving us Mary as our Mother.
Holy Virgin,
take us under your protection
and open us to the action of the Holy Spirit.
Saint John,
obtain for us the grace of taking Mary
into our life, as you did,

and of assisting her in her mission. Amen.
May the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit
be glorified in all places
through the Immaculate Virgin Mary.

‘Sacred Theater’ and ‘Unified Cosmos’
Anonymous (Brazil)
Our Lady
1740-1770
soapstone with silver crown
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AM 7044

General Description
Used to consider inculturation a movement to revive and appreciate
indigenous culture, we sometimes forget that at one time, inculturation
meant introducing culture of the old world into countries of the new
world. The Brazilian sculpture of Our Lady is the product of such process. Demonstrating
excellent workmanship, the statue, dated to the middle of the 18th century, is a typical example
of baroque style, and as such, reflects classical canons of Western culture. There is first the
overall posture of the praying Madonna. Her prayer appears both self-conscious and enraptured,
projecting a truly baroque synthesis of heaven and earth embodied in this proud and exalted
person. Clouds and garments intensify the impression of a spiritual whirlwind, seizing the figure
of Mary and transporting it to a place beyond human reach. Nevertheless, cape and robe blown
by the wind suggest a this-worldly presence made of playful elegance and expansive selfconfidence. This Madonna figure is a queenly figure as her crown suggests, but her queenship
seems to be heaven-on-earth rather than that of other-worldly abstraction. In the end, the
question may be raised: where does “sacred theater” end, and when does art become theatrical
and artificial?

The Significance of Baroque Art
Mary is the central theme of baroque art basically because of its obsession with making visual
and tangible the spiritual realities of faith. She unites in her person both of these qualities. If
baroque architecture becomes a “sacred theater,” her life and her person are reminiscent of the
sacred play re-enacted in this sacred space. In her, Jesus the true synthesis of heaven and earth,
becomes visual and tangible. Baroque art is didactic art. It wants to teach (the decrees of Trent),
and it wants to prove (the rightful endeavors of Counter-Reformation). Baroque mentality is not
only inspired by the reactionary tendencies of Counter-Reformation; it is feeding as well from
the ideas of humanism and classical antiquity. Three expressions summarize some of the most
important tendencies of baroque religious culture and art:

Persuasio (persuasion): the enthusiastic power of persuasion that leads to a display of
visualization and rejoicing over the salvation event.

Compassio (compassion): the eagerness to reach out and bring all and everybody into actively
participating in the “sacred theater” of salvation.

Ordo (order): the attempt of building again a unified cosmos of the heavenly and earthly world.

We find these ideas in some of the great themes of Marian representations during that period.
The Queen of Heaven embodies in her physicality the enthusiastic power of persuasion. Our
Lady of Victory protects and brings together all those who seek unity and need compassion. The
Immaculate Conception, another major iconographical theme of baroque times, is the personal
embodiment of “ordo,” the unity between heaven and earth.

Theological vs. Social Image
Anonymous (Vietnam) Madonna and Child early nineteenth century
painted wood Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. 2944

General Description
This somewhat mysterious statue of Asian provenance (Vietnam) but
of evident European makeup is loaded with theological meaning. Of
transfixed gaze and majestic pose, the Madonna holds the Child in a
leger-de-main fashion underscored by the vivid expression on the
Child’s face. The onlooker gets the impression that the boy will not
stay much longer with his mother. Whatever the call he perceives, the
Child will eagerly and energetically engage in his mission. But it is the
mother who is the carrier of a rich theological symbolism.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Her red and blue robes indicate a living synthesis of spirit and
body in her person.
The crown identifies her as Queen: royalty by virtue of her
Son’s royal status.
The serpent under her feet, based on the traditional reading of Genesis 3:15 (“I will put
enmity between you and the woman....”) is an allusion to Mary’s involvement in Christ’s
mission as redeemer.
The crescent moon under the woman’s feet is, with the serpent, a symbol of Mary’s
victory over sin, but serves also as reference to her Immaculate Conception.
Holding the Christ Child in her arms highlights her divine maternity. She is Theotokos,
the God-bearer.
Finally, the oriental traits of the Madonna’s features combined with the iconographical
type of European origin, suggest cultural synthesis and universality of meaning.

Richly endowed with theological meaning, this statue of painted wood is like a
little catechism on salvation history and Mary. However, art sometimes departs
from explicitly theological meaning in order to highlight and provide a socially
oriented message. The Marian Library has among its holdings an icon by the
Ohioan artist, John Solowianiuk, which he called Mother of God of
Chernobyl (wood, dyes and gilding). The message here is not primarily
theological but social. The Madonna weeps and accuses. The stars on her veil
and shoulders have been replaced with symbols of nuclear contamination. She is
grieving for the innocent victims of human hubris, and for the children with
deformed limbs. Her right hand is outstretched in protest and accusation. Mary represents the
silent counter-culture of God’s peaceable Kingdom.

Mercy-Bridge between Religions
Anonymous (China, Ming Dynasty)
Madonna and Child
ivory
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AS 10059

General Description
Most likely by a Chinese artist, this work bears the
inscription Da Ming Nian Zhi, meaning, “executed at the time of
the great Ming” (1368-1644) which would theoretically allow
for a datation anywhere between 1549 (Francis Xavier
attempts to enter China) and 1644. More realistically, the
date of origin should be fixed at a time between 1600 and
1620. This piece is unique not only because of its physical
appearance, but also for its theological message of
inculturation. It is carved from an elephant tusk, and features
in limited space Mother and Child, her scepter, two angels,
and a dragon, not to mention the many decorative accessories.
As an example of the latter, see the lotus flowers adorning
Mary’s dress, symbolizing longevity and purity. The delicate
chromaticism and finely carved features, as well as the
harmonious integration of the sculptural form with the
physical reality of the tusk, are indicative of high quality art and exquisite craftsmanship. The
sculpture was a gift to Pope Paul VI, and until 1973 embellished the Pontifical Antechamber.

The Mother of Mercy
To enter into fruitful religious dialogue with Buddhism, experts in Asian theology advise to
highlight mercy and passion. These two themes are representative of Buddhist doctrine.
Avalokitesvara, or Buddha, has suffered ascetically in order to free people from the pains of
earthly existence. This sculpture goes one step further. It blends into one Mary, mother of Mercy
and Guanyn or Gwan- Um. In China and Korea, Avalokitesvara was represented in feminine
form, and is venerated as a gentle and compassionate “Madonna” called Guanyn (China)
and Gwan-Um (Korea). She is described as a model of mercy and may be compared to Mary,
Mother of Mercy. Like Mary, she dedicates her personal mission to mercy, as mother of
everyone. Sculpting his Madonna and Child, the artist was inspired by Guanyn. She is
frequently depicted with a child in her arms, riding a dragon. Placed in front of waterfalls or on
rocks, she leads stranded sailors to safety. The artist added two little angels to give the sculpture
a more pronounced Christian character.
There are, of course, differences between Guanyn and Mary. Guanyn is not a historical person.
Legend describes her as a princess, Miao Shan. As idealized woman, she personifies the Buddha
in Mahayana Buddhism, but she is not a goddess, just as Mary should not be mistaken with a

feminine face of God. Guanyn is the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara among many other
boddhisattvas. Her mission is mercy and she leads to Nirvana. Mary’s mercy leads to the Cross,
the source and reason of God’s mercy.

The Many Faces of Inculturation
Den Fet-Ma (China)
Madonna and Child
c. 1870
bronze
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AS 9174

General Description
This statue was given to Pope Paul VI in 1970, and was placed in his
studio where it remained until his death. The artist’s name is Den FetMa. He was Chinese and cast this life-sized bronze statue around 1870.
It represents a young mother holding the naked baby
tenderly against her body, possibly rocking it to sleep.
The figure of the woman shows proud but natural
bearing. Her posture and countenance radiate vitality
and joy inspired by the gift of life she holds in her arms. Her regal appearance is
enhanced by the form-fitting gown and the sophisticated hairstyle
characteristic in some Asian countries of noble birth.

The Many Faces of Inculturation
Religious art was first introduced to China by Matteo Ricci di
Macerata (1552-1610). Among the first images reaching China
we have the famous image of Our Lady Salus Populi Romani, the
Madonna of Santa Maria Maggiore (Rome), and missionary
image par excellence used by Jesuit missionaries all over the
world. This image, a copy of the Roman original, was copied
by Chinese artists. In the process, a transformation took
place introducing Chinese patterns for vestments and facial expressions
(around 1600).
The Method of the Rosary (c. 1620) by Giovanni da Rocha
was illustrated by Chinese artists using as model for the
fifteen mysteries of the Rosary the illustrations printed in
G. Nadal’s book of liturgical meditations (1595). A
juxtaposition of the two renderings of the Annunciation –
Western (Nadal, left) and Chinese (Rocha, right) – shows an
evident progress of inculturation. The Annunciation is placed
in a sumptuous setting incorporating nature but
safeguarding the structure and meaning of the event. If we
now turn our attention to contemporary art work from
China, we notice that there exists a tendency to blend into
one traditional and contemporary styles. He Qi, e.g., is mixing Chinese folk art and

contemporary Western styles to portray the Annunciation scene. His intention is to overcome
the limits of geography and culture. The result may be more Western than Chinese.
In the case of Den Fet-Ma’s sculpture, the outcome is different. The allusion to the Western
sense of individuality and vitality is assimilated and translated into canons of Chinese artistic
sensitivity.

Mary’s Cultural Charism
Anonymous (Kenya)
Madonna and Child
1978
terracotta
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AF 7912

General Description
This sculpture is representative of the Masai people in
Kenya. It is made of terracotta; the artist is unknown, but
as indicated on the base, the statue was made in 1978 and
given to John Paul II. The shaved and polished heads of
mother and child, the rich decorations on necklaces,
neckplate, appendage, cincture, and purse – they all point
to Masai origins. The overall impression of successful
inculturation is reinforced by the delicately chiseled facial
traits. The only concession made to Western tradition is
the long tunic worn by the Madonna. Inspite of its ethnic
definition, this sculpture conveys a message of universal
motherhood and maternal tenderness.

Mary’s Cultural Charism
The cultural impact of Mary’s figure is clearly visible. She is one of the most powerful cultural
figures of Christianity. Here are three reasons to corroborate Mary’s cultural importance for
Christianity of past and present.

1) Person Made Culture: Incarnational theology naturally forms a pact with culture. Where the
divine claims to become visible and present, as it did in Jesus Christ, culture will have to be the
name of its cradle and home. Mary’s person stands tall and highly visible at the incarnational
threshold of the Christ-event. There is no way to avoid her; she must be reckoned with. She
is culture made individual person and mother into which the Trinity incarnates itself as Jesus Christ.
She is the cultural figure to reckon with whenever the mystery of Christ is object of cultural
transfer, reassessment, and inculturation. The understanding of the Christ-event as ongoing
incarnation invariably makes of Mary a witness, a guardian and sometimes a victim of its
cultural challenge.

2) Horror Vacui: Eminently cultural thanks to her role in the incarnation, there is, in fact, little

information to describe and evaluate Mary’s cultural profile. But since nature (here theological
imagination) abhors void, she compensates, meaning she creates her own marian contraption,
more or less in sync with Mary’s original persona. In other words, there is a need for cultural
representations of Mary. Cultural representations of Mary are not necessarily detrimental to the

original essential message as long as they are not absolutized at the expense of Mary’s historical
singularity and the doctrinal unity of theological reflection about her.

3) Universal Legitimacy: Perhaps the most powerful aspect of Mary’s cultural significance is of

a non-theological and non-religious order. There exists a close connection between Mary, the
mother of God incarnate and redeemer of humankind, and the universal archetype of mother and
of motherliness. Life, human life, is our first and ultimate concern. Life is received, and becomes a
matter of survival at all costs. Values such as care, protection, acceptance, growth and affection
are paramount to the struggle for survival, psychologically as well as biologically and morally. The
archetype of the mother is a universal archetype of the human psyche. Its significance and
importance are transcultural, meaning common to all human beings. This puts Mary in a
uniquely privileged position to promote and sustain Christian evangelization and inculturation.

Cultural Variety of Marian Images
Guénu (Solomon Islands)
Madonna and Child
late nineteenth, early twentieth century
polychromatic wood
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. 6552

General Description
This imposing sculpture is an interesting witness to the early
tensions between imported missionary art and indigenous artistic
creations. It is the work of Guénu who lived on Bougainville Island
(Solomon Islands) at the turn of the twentieth century. The artist
saw himself invested with an artistic mission. He believed that the
Madonna had commissioned him to create a statue in the typical
style of Papua New Guinea. Thus, departing from Western models
present in chapels and churches, he followed his own inspiration
and the tradition of his culture. As might be expected, his sculpture
was not well received by the local bishop. The statue was brought
to Europe by a missionary, and was eventually donated to the
Vatican Museums (1935).
The stylized rendering of faces and bodies may be reminiscent of the original purpose of
Melanesian art. Art was associated with ceremonial events, such as passage rites, funerals, and
warfare. Indigenous art was not meant to tell stories (narrative character), but to convey the
presence of the spiritual world and to exorcise evil spirits. Thus, it had an icon-type quality, as
can be observed in our sculpture. The stark colors and strong facial expressionism easily created
an atmosphere of awe and drama. Once the ceremonial functions were over, many works of art
were destroyed. The black-painted bodies, Mary’s hairdo and skirt, and the awe-inspiring faces
are reflective of these local artistic characteristics. Christ, who is supported by the mother’s arm
and body, reaches with his right arm under Mary’s left arm. According to the local culture, this
gesture signifies intimacy, protection, and maternal love.

The Cultural Variety of Marian Images
Cultural images of Mary are now commonplace and contemporary world culture offers some
highly interesting renditions of her person. We would like to mention the vitalist image of
Africa, the spiritual image of Asia (in particular India), the strongly socially oriented image of
Mary in Latin America, and the personalist image of North Atlantic culture.
The African image of Mary is a manifesto for life: the goodness and beauty of life; of life received,
celebrated and passed on; of life treasured and shared in community; life in this world as
promise and anticipation of life eternal. Mary embodies this holy vitalism as mother and
guardian of life.

The Marian figure of Asian cultures conveys a strong ecumenical note. She is a highly spiritual
figure inviting the communion of spirits, pointing out unity beyond diversity, and offering
reconciliation and communion with transcendence.
Mary of Latin America is both the Mother of Sorrows and Our Lady of the Magnificat. She is a
symbol of sacrificial love with a strongly incarnational purpose. She embodies hope, change, and
social justice; she stands for righting the wrongs of the past and embodies the dawn of a better
future.
Contemporary North Atlantic culture has discovered Mary as one of us: a sister figure, a
companin on our pilgrimage to God, our alter ego and the figurehead for many causes and a
variety of situations.
We are well aware of the limitations, ambiguities, and stereotypes of these cultural images, but
it is equally important to thrive on their inspirational and creative character, and to explore and
exploit their bonding and bridge-building potential, as well as their capacity for inculturation.

Land of the Upright People
Adamo Kamte
Madonna and Child
1990
wood
Burkina Faso – Bobo Dioulasso
Missionary-Ethnological Museum, Inv. AF 8202

General Description
Carved from a single cylinder of wood, the Madonna stands tall and
elegant, the tiny baby tucked lovingly in her arms and hands.
Adamo Kamte’s sculpture, a gift for John Paul II in 1990 (see
dedication at the base) strikes a successful balance between
European iconography of the mid-twentieth century and motifs of
African origin. Kamte’s country of origin is Burkina Faso, formerly
Upper Volta, a landlocked region south of the Sahara desert in
Western Africa. A longtime French colony and overseas territory,
the religious culture of the small number of Christians has been
marked by French missionaries. Roughly translated, Burkina Faso
means “the land of the upright people.” In fact, the proud simplicity
and delicate elegance of this sculpture reflects the national motto
with great accuracy. If in a different context, “upright people” may mean valiant and loyal, in our
case it stands for Mary’s spiritual reality. The “extreme verticality” of this sculpture presents
affinities with A. Giacometti’s interpretation of the human body, but it contrasts the tortured
souls of his figures with pronounced serenity of mind and body. Reducing matter to a still viable
limit, and form to a minimum of movement, the artist presents us with a symbol of absorbed
contemplation.
The object of this absorbed contemplation is the tiny baby wrapped in swaddling clothes, and
held with great reverence. Carved in the Eastern tradition of the “bandaged” Christ Child, which
leaves only the face of the baby uncovered, the sculptural rendering of the Son of Mary suggests
indeed more an object of contemplation than a flesh-and-blood human being. But the tiny form
reflects and accentuates the overall atmosphere of spiritual reality and endeavor. This is not to
say that there is no tender intimacy between mother and child. We find similarity in the facial
expressions of mother and son, and the curvature in the child’s form underscores affinity and
affectionate closeness with the mother.

The Baby’s Sleep
José de Creeft (1884-1982)
Sleep
1972
marble
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 23153

General Description
Spaniard (Guadalajara) by birth, José de Creeft moved in
1905 to Paris, and in 1929 emigrated to the United States.
His strongest affiliation is with New York. He is the
author of the well-known 1918 war memorial, “Le Poilu” in
Saugues (France), and in 1951 he sculpted the “Poet” for
the Fairmont Park Association in Philadelphia. In styles
ranging from Art Moderne to Expressionism, de Creeft
created a cornucopia of artworks of great opulence.
Interested in the sculptural art of Africa and preColumbian America, he wished to preserve the natural
qualities of the material used, mainly wood and stone. We
find here the origin of de Creeft’s obsession with direct carving. He was no stranger to casting, and
experimented for a short time with assemblage techniques. But his first and permanent love was
direct carving which he helped to popularize from 1930 on.
Our sculpture, called Sleep, is the result of direct carving. It explores the contrasts between
finished and roughly worked areas. Hands and faces of mother and child present smooth and
even shiny surfaces, while the cape of the Madonna retains the unfinished roughness of a
protective shell. Dated 1972, this marble sculpture is compact and of great density, but does not
attempt to project harmony of form or perfection of proportions. The influence of preColumbian art is noticeable; however, the forms are more rounded and the faces less angular and
almost without profile. The theme is of universal and basic importance: sleep. The Madonna,
with a gesture of enveloping tenderness, makes a cradle of her body and puts the baby to sleep.
The sleep of the Baby Jesus is a popular theme. It is known in music (Silent Night), and art (Epinal
Images), and highlights the humanity of Christ. He is one of us, entrusted to us, entrusting
himself to our attention and care. Where God himself finds sleep there must be peace. De
Creeft’s sculpture has a therapeutic effect. It is an invitation to peaceful intimacy with Jesus.

Art as Expression of Self
Auguste Chabaud (1882-1955)
Madonna and Child
1910-1912
bronze
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 23714

General Description
Chabaud, a Provençal (France) artist, was born in Nîmes
in 1882 and died in Graveson in 1955. He moved to Paris in
1888 where he attended several academies (Fernand
Cormon, William Adolphe Bouguereau, Académie
Carrière) and met the soon to be famous artists of his
time, among them Henri Matisse, Jean Puy, André Derain,
Georges Braque, and Maurice Vlaminck. His reputation
was established by 1912, the year of his one-man show at
the Gallery Bernheim-Jeune in Paris. He returned to
Graveson to stay in 1919.
A versatile artist, Chabaud was not only a painter and sculptor, but also a writer (e.g., Taureau
Sacré, 1926). Considered a Fauvist during the first decade of the twentieth-century, Chabaud
excels in contrasting the strong colors of day (yellow, red) and night (dark blue and black) in his
paintings about life in Paris. His art work after 1919 shows many landscapes and rural scenes of
the region of Les Alpilles. He paints in a style both sculptural and quasi-geometrical, giving
marked preference to hues of blue. The sculpture of Madonna and Child in this exhibit was made
between 1910-1912. It corresponds to Chabaud’s experimentation with Cubism (1910-1914).
Inspired by so-called primitive art, this relatively small sculpture follows the basic patterns of
cubism without indulging in radical deconstruction and alienation of form. The basic structure
of the human body is safeguarded but reconfigured with geometric blocks. The result is one of
delicate union, where the figure of the mother literally hangs on to the child, so much smaller
and more fragile than she. He appears as the strong one, upright and solid, while his mother
seems to need comfort and security.

The Spirit of Twentieth-century Art
Not beautiful according to standards of classical naturalism, twentieth century religious art
presents a challenge to taste as well as to reason. Why is twentieth-century art so different from
the artful obviousness of Renaissance and Classicism?
Whatever its content or motif, twentieth-century art has taught us to look at art concept of his
art, sometimes to the point where the shadow of the artist obscures his own work. This is what
Merton meant when he said of Picasso, that he was “undoubtedly a great genius . . . but perhaps
that is the trouble” (The Hidden Ground of Love, 1985, 129).

Nevertheless, the great merit of twentieth-century art was to explore the deepest recesses of
human subjectivity and to make it art-worthy. How important was its contribution to what we
call sacred art? Redemption must assume the whole of reality and transform the very core of
human selfhood. We may see here one of the most important contributions of twentieth-century
art. It shows how deep the human need for redemption is, and how many different facets of
personal and collective human history still need to be healed in salvation from God. From
Nolde’s Entombment to Picasso’s Guernica and Baldung’s Last Supper, there is hardly an aspect of
twentieth-century history that has not been pinpointed as wound, tragedy or open question.
The great art of this century is permeated with the heaviness of human existence, and it is not
without deeper significance that the Pietà appears as one of the most frequently represented
Marian motifs for much of our century.
A comparison may be ventured. Chabaud’s sculpture appears like a reversed Pietà. The mother is
the one who clings to life embodied in Christ. She represents in her body the open questions of
this age and all times.

The Man-Christ
Amerigo Tot (1909-1984)
Madonna of Csurgo (Hungary)
1969
bronze
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 23610

General Description
The Madonna, crouching, is shrouded and hidden behind layers
of fabric and drapery. Only her face and hands are visible. The
face marks both attention and absorption, and her hands are
placed on the child’s body in a gesture of tender protection. It
could also be interpreted as a show-and-tell gesture, presenting
and giving away rather than preventing the child from pursuing
his mission. In fact, the child, as his sturdy body indicates, is
a Man-Child, and more important, his raised right hand and
overall stance identify him as the Man-Christ, divine and
victorious. He is emerging from the protective shell of his mother’s clothes as if he were leaving
her womb or his tomb. The powerful movement of emerging from darkness and liberating
himself from the heavy weight of human condition defines this child as the victor over evil and
death. The gesture of his right arm and hand, which is a gesture of blessing and new life, is also
the signature of his redeeming power. Indeed, the position of his fingers clustered in “threes” and
“twos” identifies this child as the one of the Trinity (the three fingers standing for Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit) and God-Man (the two fingers signifying the two natures, human and divine, in
Christ).
The artist, Amerigo Tot, was born in Fehervarcsurgo (Hungary) in 1909 and died in Rome in
1984. The great Hungarian artist and sculptor was the product of a variety of influential and
famous encounters. He received his training as a sculptor at the famous Bauhaus in Dessau
(Germany) in the early 1930s, where he met Paul Klee and László Moholy-Nagy. Tot perfected
his art working in Aristide Maillol’s studio in Paris. In the wake of these divergent artistic
encounters, Tot discovered the many faces of creativity and practiced a variety of styles. The
sculpture dedicated to the Madonna of Csurgo is inspired by the archaic and earth-bound
strength and weightiness of Roman and early Renaissance art.

The Pietà
Francesco Messina (1900-1995)
Pietà
1950
bronze
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 23353

General Description
This unusual Pietà by Francesco Messina shows mother and
son in upright position. The vertical format underscores the
great reverence owed to and nobility of the two figures, and
what they stand for. The Madonna literally envelops her son
from behind, grasping the tortured body of her son with both
hands. Her whole gesture is one of tender love, infinite
sadness and maternal reverence. Jesus stands tall and
unshaken, in spite of the visible exhaustion, the limpness of
his arms and hands, and his emaciated body. There is an aura
of Don Quixote about him, a mixture of vulnerability,
resignation, and unbroken ilusión (the Spanish word for conviction, enthusiasm, ideal). Jesus
Christ is facing evil and misery both as victor and combatant. Messina’s attention is focused on
the human aspects of salvation history, stressing pain and suffering borne in great love and
certitude of faith.

The Importance of the Pietà
The Pietà featuring maternal love beyond cross and death, is part of the
iconographic theme of the Mater Dolorosa, the grieving mother standing at
the foot of the cross of her son. The theme of the grieving mother is
universal. It can be traced to Sumerian (Inanna grieving for Dumuzi),
Babylonian (Ishtar grieving for Iammuz), and Egyptian culture (Isis grieving
for Osiris). There exist many variants of this theme in Christian art: the
Madonna with the bleeding heart; with one or up to seven swords piercing
her heart; the weeping Madonna; the Madonna of the Seven Dolors
(Prophecy of Simeon, Flight into Egypt, the Search for the twelve-year-old Jesus in the Temple,
the Meeting with Jesus on the road to Calvary, the Crucifixion scene, the Taking down from the
Cross, and the Burial of Jesus).
The most prominent of these themes is that of the Pietà. It developed in the northern regions of
Europe in the fourteenth century, became very popular during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, and again during the baroque period. Various types developed beginning with Mary
holding the upright standing or sitting Jesus (1350), similar to Messina’s Pietà. In the second half
of the fourteenth century, Mary holds a childlike small Jesus on her lap, later his body is placed
horizontally on Mary’s knees (beginning of the fifteenth century). During the second half of the

fifteenth century, the body of Christ is placed frontally on Mary’s lap, whereas
during the sixteenth century Jesus’ body is first shown in diagonal position,
and later at Mary’s feet leaning against her knees.
The Pietà is one of the more popular representations of the Madonna during
the 20th century. Marked by the sufferings of two world wars, countless war
memorials in countries like France, Germany, and Great Britain adopted a
secularized version of the Pietà to honor their dead (Epstein,Trades Union
Congress War Memorial, Congress House, Great Russell Street, London).
Countless also are the variations of the Pietà in Christian art during the twentieth century. Not
only devotional but also so-called great art dealt with this theme.
Among the famous artists who painted the Mater Dolorosa is Vincent Van
Gogh (1853-1890). Although a work of the ninteenth century (1889), it
anticipates the many variations on this theme during the twentieth century.
Rendered in the typical Van Gogh colors of blue and yellow, the mother
stretches her right arm out to the onlookers in a gesture expressing a variety
of emotions: helplessness and accusation, but also invitation to partake in
her sorrow. The group of the sorrowing mother with the pitiful corpse of her
son is placed in a landscape suggestive of desolation and loneliness. Mary, in
this painting as well as in Messina’s sculpture, is a model of “sympathy,” of the one who suffers
with her son. She is also the one who shared his passion of salvation.

The Annunciation: Chosen and Choosing
Mario Bardi (b. 1922)
Annunciation
oil on canvas
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 24819

General Description
Mario Bardi, born in Palermo in 1922, chose
simplicity over sophistication to paint this
Annunciation. The whole scene reflects great
familiarity using traditional motifs such as the
angel, the sitting Madonna, and the lily. However,
the realms of reality are clearly marked. The
archangel Gabriel, filling with his presence the right half of the painting, is shown in diffuse and
monochromatic tonality. He is the visitor from above, almost transparent but driven by
supernatural dynamism. He comes to a standstill in front of the clear and concisely drawn mass
of Mary’s person. In fact, he reaches her from behind, provoking Mary’s surprise and
inquisitiveness. The upper part of her body is slightly twisted, the right hand slightly raised –
both gestures translating a beginning of wavering or unease. But the whole figure remains
compact and unshaken, the eyes are wide open but fearless, and the bouquet of flowers unbent
and regal. The lily designates Mary’s virginity, whereas the other plant – possibly imaginary –
suggests grapes or wheat ears, frequently symbols of fecundity and thus maternity. The outcome
of the encounter with the heavenly messenger is known in advance: Mary will be both virgin and
mother.

Chosen and Choosing
The intricately decorated pink chair and the massive blue cape represent a
vigorous counterpoint to the eerie features of the angel. The Annunciation
is a meeting of two worlds that are – by nature – different and opposed. It
prepares a unity overcoming opposition but not difference. The result will
be the Incarnation of the God-Man.
The question about Mary’s freedom in the event is frequently asked. Was
she a simple and unwilling tool in the hands of the Almighty? Did she
make up her mind and was her yes of free and generous consent? Religious
art has dealt with these questions in its own ways. Here are two examples
based on contrast and cultural variety, showing the difference of what
some might call “chosen” and “choosing.”
The first example highlights the “chosen” aspect. The painting is by Dante Gabriele Rossetti,
dated 1849-53. Posture, location, looks, and facial expression are permeated by holy fear,
trembling, and hypnotic resignation. A highly symbolic painting where every object has a special

meaning (the red stole, the blue curtain, the dove, and the lily), this pre-Raphaelite rendering of
the Annunciation identifies Mary as the “chosen” one. Little in her bearing suggests a truly
personal and willful reaction. Pre-Raphaelite art opts for a “sentimental poetic framework”
where feminine beauty coincides with languid postures, ethereal beauty, and abstract sensuality.
Virginio Ciminaghi’s Annunciation (1967) is of different facture.
The angel and Mary meet in “interactive tension.” Nothing
suggests that she is the chosen one. The sharp bronze silhouettes
of the two figures, their pointed noses, flying hair, and
outstretched necks are reminiscent of harpies rather than holy
persons. However, here too, the outcome is known in advance.
Mary takes this risk not as heroic superwoman but as an
ordinary woman who is receptive to God’s calling. She enters
into a seemingly antagonistic dialogue with the angel because she
is aware of the consequences of her choice: social rejection or
even death by stoning. But she still chooses to say yes.

Variations of Humanness
Jacob Epstein (1880-1959)
Madonna and Child 1950
lead
Collection of Modern Religious Art, Inv. 23728

General Description
Jacob Epstein, American by birth but British in soul and
body, owes the religious inspiration of his art to his
upbringing as an orthodox Jew. Although not religious in
a conventional sense, religion taught him humanness,
“giving human rather than abstract implications” to his
work. Counted with Rodin, Maillol, and Moore among the
great sculptors of the first half of the twentieth-century,
his sculptures are monuments to humanness lost and
retrieved, burgeoning and withering, expressed in brilliant
detail (portraiture) or reduced to essential simplicity
(monumental sculptures).
Epstein is the author of Social
Consciousness, Liverpool Resurgent, and Christ in Majesty, but he has also made countless and
impressive portraits from that of Rabindranath Tagore (1926) to that of Winston Churchill
(1946). Among his Marian works, we count two of special prominence. The first is a
representation of Madonna and Child (1926), the second a monumental sculpture – the
lead Madonna and Child (1950-52) for the convent of the Holy Child Jesus at Cavendish Square in
London.

Two Madonnas
Epstein worked for a year on the 1926-27 Madonna and Child. An Indian
woman, Sunita, and her son, Enver, posed for him. He was attracted by
the eternal Oriental type of beauty which “seemed just right for a work
of this religious character.” The impression of Sunita looking at her
own sculpted head was one of awe. Epstein remarks: “She recognized
that there was something eternal and divine in it and outside herself.”
(Autobiography, 123) The message of the sculpture is one of protection,
and even possessiveness. Knowing her son to be too young to leave the
cocoon of motherly love, she holds on with giant hands to the frail
body of the boy. Is her gesture one of genuine care, or is it inspired
mainly by self-pity? Her face is marked with life’s hardship and
permeated with ageless wisdom.

The second example is the Cavendish Square Madonna. It decorates the bridge connecting the
two Palladian buildings occupied by the former convent of the Holy Child Jesus. Our sculpture
is a preparatory maquette for this monumental sculpture (1950-52). Epstein had first used the
portrait of his wife, Kathleen Garman, to render the face of the Madonna. Upon request by the
nuns for a more meditative interpretation of the Madonna’s head, the artist, for the monumental
scultpure, substituted a head based on the portrait of his pianist friend, Marcella Barzetti.
The great difference between the 1926 Madonna and that of 1950 is easily
perceived. If the former was anxiously enclosing the boy with hands, arms, and
legs, the latter stands with arms at her side, palms open, and feet in a position
of outstretched abandon. Indeed, her whole body is reduced to a shining surface
of joyful abandon, a simplified version of the Platytera, a mere backdrop of
support and protection. The body of the child emerges from her body
progressively from bottom to top. The form of his body is most pronounced for chest, arms, and
head. The arms are outstretched in the form of a cross. The Madonna’s
gesture presents her Son to the world while accepting the fate he
foreshadows. But the outstretched arms are not only reminiscent of the
Passion; they are also an all-encompassing gesture of welcome and universal
love.
In both of these Madonnas, the human factor is highlighted: the raw and
sensual humanness in the early Madonna, and the refined and oblative
humanity of the Cavendish sculpture. But the theological motif is not absent:
the early representation is a modern version of Our Lady of Tenderness
(Eleousa), whereas the more recent has all the characteristics of Our Lady of
the Way (Hodegetria).

Taken Up into Heaven
Luciano Minguzzi (b. 1911)Madonna, 1961
bronze with porphyry pedestal
Vatican Museums, Inv. 23774

General Description
Heavy but light, this bronze sculpture of the
Madonna shows her Assumption into heaven. Her
face is turned toward the above; her hands are joined
in prayer. The nimble movement of the feet suggests
weightlessness. The bulky body is driven heavenward
in a powerful upsurge of her whole being. A victory
over gravity, this rendering of the Assumption
celebrates the spirit, in Mary’s case the spirit of her
Son. This work is typical of Minguzzi’s spare and
broken lines, surfaces that reflect colors created by
light, and his ability to breathe life into matter. The
sculpture shown here is a preparatory sketch for the
fifth door of the Duomo in Milan (1965). Minguzzi is
the artist of the Gate of Good and Evil for Saint
Peter’s Basilica in Rome (1977).

The Feast of the Assumption (= taken
up into heaven)
There are four solemnities honoring the Mother of Jesus that are kept throughout the Catholic
Church: The Immaculate Conception (December 8), her divine Motherhood (January 1), the
Annunciation (March 25), her Assumption (August 15). The last named has become the most
celebrated, giving rise to all manner of festivities and to a great variety of pictorial
representations.
The New Testament says nothing about Mary's death and Assumption, but as Pius XII states in
the constitution Munificentissimus Deus, which defined belief in the Assumption as a matter of
faith: "All the arguments and considerations of the Fathers and theologians rest on Sacred
Scripture for their ultimate foundation. The Scriptures present the beloved Mother of God as
most intimately united with her divine Son as ever sharing in his lot. Hence, it seems all but
impossible to see her who conceived Christ. . .as separated from him, if not in soul, yet in body,
after her life on earth was over.” Documentation testifies that the feast was celebrated first in the
Eastern Church in the second half of the sixth century. Pope Sergius I (687-701) ordered its
observance in Rome. At first it was to be kept as a memorial of Mary’s death, her falling asleep
(Koimesis), and it gradually came to be a commemoration of her Assumption as such.

An apocryphal work of the sixth century, the Transitus Mariae (The Passing of Mary), which
appeared in several languages and in many versions, no doubt had some effect in spreading belief
in the Assumption. But the Church's faith in this teaching is not based on it.

Variations on the Theme of the Assumption
Minguzzi’s sculpture of the Assumption is a free interpretation of the traditional iconography of
the Assumption which has many and varied facets. Over the centuries Christian art has given
varied expression to belief in Mary's Assumption. We can divide the progress of these
expressions into three principal "moments:" Mary's falling asleep (her death), her rising to
heaven (the Assumption), and finally her Coronation. Each of these moments gave rise to some
ancillary episodes so that at length we can enumerate the following stages:

1. The Announcement of Mary’s Death
According to the Transitus legend the Angel Gabriel was sent
to tell Mary that in three days she would die and be
reunited with her Son in heaven. Gabriel gives her a palm,
symbol of her victory over sin and death. It is to be carried
before her coffin as her body is taken in procession to its
grave.
Our first picture is from an English manuscript of the early
1170s, the so-called York Psalter. English Psalters at this time
included a series of illustrated pages preceding the text. Pictures dealing with Mary's death
were a new theme, however, and that series is perhaps the most striking feature of the York
Psalter. The book is housed at the Hunterian Museum in Glasgow, Scotland.
The second illustration is from the Book of Hours made by the artist Jean Fouquet (1420-1481)
for Etienne Chevalier (1410-1474), court official and treasurer to King Charles VII. Fouquet
produced the book between 1453 and 1456. The volume became well known in its day and
served as a model for many other Books of Hours.

2. The Apostles Bid Farewell to Mary
When she learns of her approaching death, Mary prays that
the Apostles would come that she might see them one last
time. The Transitus Mariae tells of their coming on clouds from
the places where their missions have taken them. At this time
Mary gives the palm to John and warns the Apostles that the
Jews will attempt to dishonor her body as it is being carried to
the grave. The York Psalter shows Mary giving the palm to John.
Peter stands slightly behind John, and behind him is a group of
three Jews. The York Psalter is an English manuscript of the
twelfth century now in the Hunterian Museum of Glasgow,

Scotland. In a different scene, we see the Apostles at the left, greeting one another as they
arrive. Peter, a white-bearded figure, shakes hands with
Paul, often portrayed as bald. At the right, John kneels
before Mary. Behind her is the palm, studded with stars
that she will give John to carry. This scene appears at the
top of the font of Duccio’s masterpiece, the Maestà, an
altarpiece created for the Cathedral of Siena between 1308
and 1311. While parts of it have disappeared and eight
panels are in museums elsewhere, most of the work is now
housed in the Museum of the Cathedral of Siena.

3. Mary's Death in East and West
The Eastern Churches speak of the Blessed Virgin's entrance into
heaven as her Koimesis, her falling asleep. All versions of this
theme follow a highly uniform pattern. In general, Mary lies on a
richly decorated bier. The Apostles in mourning are arranged on
either side. Peter, in front at the left, swings a censer. Opposite
him, on the right stands Paul. Christ in glory dominates the
center. In his hands he holds the soul of his Mother, depicted as a
small doll-like figure swaddled in white.Angels form a
choir around Christ. At the top hovers a six-winged seraph,
member of the highest choir of angels. Behind the Apostles are
three bishops, disciples of the Apostles, traditionally named
Dionysius, Hierotheus and Timotheus. They are said to have been
the first to bring to others the news of Mary's Assumption. In
back of them are several women mourners.
Our first example, much simplified, is a Byzantine ivory from the second half of the tenth
century. Here Christ holds Mary's soul aloft, giving it to the two angels above him. This plaque
is now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.
From the first half of the fifteenth century comes this Russian
icon, a product of the Tver School of Painting. Because of the
beautiful blue background, it is known as the "Heavenly Blue
Dormition." An unusual feature: in the sky we see the
Apostles, each accompanied by an angel, arriving on clouds to
be present at Mary's death. The icon is now at the Tretiakov
Gallery in Moscow.
Western artists transformed the scene of Mary’s death. This
painting by Fra Angelico (1400-1455) marks such departure
from Eastern versions of Mary's death. Here her soul is
depicted as a full standing figure and no longer as a child. A
cruciform nimbus surrounds Christ's head, and all the
Apostles wear haloes, inscribed with their names. At the far

right, John carries the palm of victory. Angels stand at the extremities of the picture. One has a
censer, another a holy water stoup, and a third carries a very tall candle. Dating from 1435, the
work is now in the Museum of San Marco in Florence. It was originally connected to the
painting of the Coronation of Mary, which is in the Uffizi Gallery of Florence. This Coronation
will introduce another section of our survey.

4. The Blessed Virgin's Funeral
As already noted, Mary, in her Transitus legend, predicted that
after she dies, Jews would attempt to burn her body. A
thirteenth century (1232) Gospel book from Armenia,
the Evangeliary of Tarmanchats, depicts the scene as most Eastern
artists did. In general, the apostles and Christ are seen as in
icons of the death of Mary. Added to this, however, is a further
detail. A single Jew, generally identified as one Jephonias, tries
to overturn the bier. As he does so, the Archangel Michael, with
his sword, strikes off his hands, which then remain attached to
the bier. As the Transitus goes on to report, however, Jephonias
repents and his hands are restored. The Tarmanchats
Evangeliary is in the Matenadaran Library at Erevan, Armenia.

5. Mary Is Assumed into Heaven
Pictures of the Assumption as such are the product of Western imagination. To highlight the
many variations on this theme we have chosen paintings by Titian and El Greco, contrasting
“movement” and “silence.”

Titian (c. 1488-1576) early on
became the most sought-after
painter in Venice. In 1516, the
Franciscans at the Church of
Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari
commissioned him to paint this
Assumption. Completed in 1518,
the work was the largest
altarpiece ever painted in
Venice. This is a most dramatic
rendering of the
Assumption. Every figure is in
movement. Mary herself is
intensely alive as she sweeps
through the golden light of
heaven and gazes in adoring
wonder at God the Father, who hovers protectingly above her.
This Assumption is one of eight canvases that El Greco (1541-1614) painted for Toledo's Church
of Santo Domingo el Antiguo.Dated 1577, it is the earliest of the works created during his
Spanish period. As contrasted with the treatment of some Italian masters, namely Titian, it is a
work of silence. As one writer puts it, "Quiet is the Madonna's Ascension, quiet the witnessing
of the Miracle by the Apostles.” The painting is now in the Art Institute of Chicago.
Besides angels above and apostles below, some representations of the Assumption show the
apostle Thomas catching the Virgin’s cincture that falls into his waiting hand (e.g., Bernardo
Zenale).

6. The Crowning of Mary
The Coronation of Mary completes, so to say, the mystery of her
Assumption. Artists have depicted this event in four different ways.
Many show Mary crowned by Christ alone, a few by one or
two angels, some by the Father alone, and others by all three
Persons of the Blessed Trinity. While artists of the Christian East
introduced the subject of Mary’s Falling Asleep and those of Italy
that of her Assumption, it was the artists of France who began
picturing her Coronation.
1. The earliest of these Coronations by Christ alone is an anonymous
polychromed ivory done in Paris sometime during the third quarter
of the thirteenth century. Mary, hands joined in prayer, bends
slightly toward the Son, who, himself crowned, has just placed a crown on her head. This ivory
group is in the Louvre.
The most extraordinary work that Raphael (1482-1520) created in his early years is this
Coronation, commissioned by the Oddi family of Perugia for their chapel in the Church of San

Francisco. As in many pictures of the Assumption proper, the Apostles are gathered around
Mary's empty tomb from which flowers now spring. Peter and Paul are on either side of
Thomas, who holds the cincture that Mary has dropped down to him. Above, on the flat
cloud, Christ crowns Mary has dropped down to him. Above, on the flat cloud, Christ
crowns him. Above, on the flat cloud,
Christ crowns Mary as four angels
provide music. A number of angel
heads fill up the space atop of the
picture. The painting is now in the
Vatican Picture Gallery.
2. Pictures showing God the Father
crowning Mary are not very numerous.
Sandro Botticelli (1445-1510) painted
this Coronation, commissioned by the
Goldsmith's Guild of Florence,
between 1488 and 1490. Below are four
saints: an elderly John Evangelist, St. Augustine, St. Jerome and
the patron of the Goldsmith's Guild, St. Eligius.High above, a
semi-circle of cherubim and seraphim surround God the Father
and Mary. Other angels dance about jubilantly and strew
flowers. The painting is now in the Uffizi Gallery of
Florence.
3. Representations of the Three Persons of the Blessed
Trinity crowning Mary become numerous during and after
the fifteenth century.
Dirck Bouts (1415-1475) places the Coronation within an
unpretentious chapel. Father and Son are seated on a simple
canopied throne. With his triple crown, orb, and a large
morse for his crimson cloak, the Father, heavily bearded, is
the more imposing figure. The Son, clad in the poverty of his
human nature, appears lower in stature. Within a bright
mandorla, the Holy Spirit shines between them as they hold a crown above Mary's head. Over
on the sides, six angels form a small choir.

4. Works of the late twelfth century and of the early thirteenth, we see,
preferred to show Mary as crowned by angels. This preference is evident
even in works of the late fifteenth century as in a Book of Hours dated
between 1460 and 1470. Seated on a canopied throne, God the Father
blesses Mary, who kneels before him. Sweeping down from a starlit sky,
an angel places a rather heavy crown on Mary's head. This Book of
Hours, made for use in the diocese of Troyes, is now in an undisclosed
collection.

